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Abstract 
We develop an analytical expression for twin nucleation stress in bcc metals considering GPFE 
(generalized planar fault energy) and the dislocations bounding the twin nucleus.  We minimize 
the total energy to predict the twinning stress relying only on parameters that are obtained 
through atomistic calculations, thus excluding the need for any empirical constants. We validate 
the present approach by means of precise measurements of onset of twinning in bcc Fe50Cr 
single crystals showing excellent agreement. The experimental observations of the three slip 
systems resulting in the twin formation was demonstrated via EBSD and TEM techniques along 
with DIC (Digital Image Correlation).  
In addition, the present work is geared towards understanding the twin-slip and twin-twin 
interactions in  -Fe crystals using Molecular Dynamics (MD) technique. Five types of twin-
twin and twin-slip intersections have been analyzed, namely <111>, <113>, <210>, <513>, 
<110>, and the magnitude of the residual dislocation left at the twin boundary for each type of 
intersection was identified. Further, the role of the residual dislocations in affecting the 
magnitude of the critical stress required for twin migration ( M ) has been established for each 
intersection type. We are able to investigate the Schmid factor criteria for slip and twin 
nucleation under tensile and compressive loading orientations, and the results obtained are in 
close agreement with the theoretical critical resolved shear stress (CRSS) of the activated 
systems. 
Furthermore, the results obtained through MD simulations and experiments utilizing EBSD and 
DIC are used to investigate the effect of the residual dislocations on the energetics of twin-slip 
and twin-twin interactions. An analytical expression is developed based on the geometrical 
parameters such as twin width and length, and the magnitude of the residual dislocation that 
quantifies the critical stress required for twin migration ( M ).  Energy analysis based on the total 
elastic energies of the interacting dislocations and the associated fault energies reveal a strong 
dependence of the twin migration stress as a function of the magnitude of the residual 
dislocation( rb ). A higher magnitude of the residual dislocation ( rb ) causes an increase in the 
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twin-migration stress and makes the transmission of slip/twin more difficult through the coherent 
twin boundary (CTB). 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
1.1 Overview 
In order to understand the mechanical response of metal deformations such as plasticity, fatigue, 
fracture or diffusion, it is important to understand these mechanisms at different length scales. 
Computational modeling techniques are now widely employed in materials science because they 
enable the rapid testing of new concepts and reduce the need for extensive experimental 
procedures. However, predicting the continuum responses accurately utilizing atomistic methods 
largely depends on the accuracy of modeling technique employed in describing the mechanism, 
and the accuracy in linking the atomistic scale data to a to a continuum level via intermediate 
microscopic and mesoscopic lengthscales. Atomistic simulations reflect the processes of 
breaking and reforming bonds of atoms within a crystal and the interaction of atoms with each 
other. The movement of dislocations within a crystal and their elastic interactions with each 
other and the grain boundaries dictate mechanical response of metals at a continuum level. A 
major computational challenge arises when these events occurring at different length scales are 
to be related. Atomistic modeling bridges the link between the atomic and mesoscale levels by 
identifying and correlating the relevant material properties at different length scales, and 
incorporating these parameters at a mesoscale to study the behavior of metals.  
 
Several papers in the literature have emphasized in linking the characteristic of metal behavior at 
different length and time scales [1-4]. Simulation techniques usually consider the four important 
length scales to study the material properties, namely, atomic scale, microscopic scale, 
mesoscopic scale and continuum scale. Atomic scales use the technique of quantum theory to 
predict the movement of atoms and are particularly important in studying the energetics of 
physical processes such as energy evolution, temperature changes and atomic movement barriers 
while the microscopic scale deals with molecular activities such as diffusion. Molecular 
dynamics (MD) and Monte Carlo simulations are the major computational tools that deal with 
the study of materials at this scale. Dislocation dynamics, grain boundary effects are important 
characteristics of metal deformation process and are studied at a mesoscopic scale. With the 
knowledge of these hierarchical length scales, properties such as stress, strain and displacements 
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can be accurately described at a continuum level. Figure 1 considers the multi-scale length 
approach used in understanding  most of the deformation processes occurring at a macroscopic 
scale through a link to the atomistic, microscopic and mesoscopic length scales. 
 
 
 
Figure 1-Schematic showing the hierarchal approach of length-scales employed in multi-scale 
modeling technique. 
 
1.2 Literature Review: Deformation twins in bcc crystals and their interactions  
1.2.1 Twin boundaries in bcc crystals 
Twinning in bcc crystals occurs on {112}<111> systems and have a resultant shear 1/√2 in 
<111> direction. This shear can be produced by a displacement of 1/6<111> on every successive 
{112} plane. It has been shown via recent computer simulations that two distinct coherent {112} 
twin boundaries may exist in bcc metals. One of the twin boundaries is the conventional 
reflection boundary and the other is the isosceles twin boundary which is formed from the 
reflection twin boundary by an additional translation of a/12<111> at the interface [14, 15].  
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Figure 2-Traces of the (112) planes on a (110) projection of a reflective twin boundary in a bcc 
crystal. Atom sites marked by different colors represent (112) planes of the atoms. 
 
Figure 2 illustrates a sequential process of shearing the consecutive {112} planes of the BCC 
crystal along [111] direction to form a reflective twin boundary. Different colors represent 
different positions of the atoms. The stacking sequence of the {112} planes in a perfect BCC 
crystal is …ABCDEFAB….. The final configuration of the twinned structure has atomic 
sequence of …ABCDCBA…. The twin boundary is along D-plane and a mirror image of the 
lower half is formed in the upper half of the crystal. From Fig. 2, it can be observed that if all the 
atomic planes above D-layer are translated by a displacement of a/6[111], then F moves to D. 
Similarly, if a consecutive translation is made again on the atomic layers above the newly formed 
D-layer, the new sequence becomes …ABCDEDC… However, the translation of the atomic 
layers by / 6[111]a   produces a different result than the translation by a/6[111]. The latter 
moves F to B and produces a structure of high energy [16].  
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Figure 3-Traces of the (112) planes on a (110) projection of an isosceles twin boundary in a bcc 
crystal. Atom sites are marked by different colors represent (112) planes of the atoms. 
 
Fig 3 illustrates that the isosceles twin boundary is formed from the reflection twin boundary by 
an additional translation of a/12[111] at the interface. This boundary possesses no more mirror 
symmetry with respect to the boundary plane but not all symmetry is lost in this structure [17]. 
Although different calculations have been performed to determine which of the twin boundaries 
is favorable in bcc metals, there is no clear answer which of the two structures is the low energy 
one and whether there exists a common preference for a particular translation state in bcc 
metals[17]. According to the calculations performed by Paidar et al. [18] using different 
potentials, it was found that the twin boundary with the smaller energy depends on the relaxation 
that is allowed during simulation. The observations made by Vystavel et al. [19] arrive at 
different results than those of Tsurekawa et al. [20].  The former suggests that only isosceles 
structure exists while the results of Tsurekawa et al. suggest that either of the reflective and 
isosceles structures may exist in bcc metals. 
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The computational approaches performed by Vitek on Nb and Mo also support the fact that the 
existence of either of the twin boundaries largely depends on computational methods employed 
and the relaxation allowed during the simulation. For instance, in the calculations employing 
Johnson’s pair potential [14, 15], the sheared (isosceles) structure was found to possess 
marginally lower energy than the reflection structure while the opposite was found in the tight 
binding calculations of Papon et al. [21].  Also, using MBPP (mixed basis pseudopotential) 
method with rigid displacement of the grain, the isosceles configuration was favored over 
reflective configuration. On the other hand, EDTB (environment-dependent tight binding) 
indicated that isosceles structure was unstable for rigid displacements [17]. Through different 
computational approaches, it is envisaged that the energy difference between these competing 
structures is so small that they require a very high numerical accuracy of the computational 
approaches involved [17]. The results so obtained through different computational approaches 
are thus ambiguous and hence have not yielded a clear answer to understand the existence of 
these twin boundaries in bcc metals.  
In the next section, we will discuss the important role of twin boundaries in affecting the 
mechanical response of metals . We do so by highlighting the observations of slip blockage or 
transmission through the CTB. We will also discuss the experimental observations where twins 
are observed to be the preferred sites of crack nucleation in bcc metals. 
1.2.2 Twin-twin and twin-slip interactions in bcc crystals 
Slip and twinning are the principal modes of plastic deformation in bcc crystals [1-4]. In bcc 
crystals, slip is the predominant mechanism at low strain rates and high temperatures while 
twinning predominates when the deformation takes place at high strain rates or low temperature 
(including room temperature) [5]. Mechanical twinning can have pronounced effects on the 
evolution of plastic deformation [5] in the following ways- (i) The presence of twins subdivides 
the grain and this increases the barriers to slip dislocations, and therefore increase the work 
hardening rate. This has been demonstrated by Mulford and Kocks [6], and successfully modeled 
by Asgari et al. [7], El-Danaf et al. [8], Kalidindi [9], Staroselsky and Anand [10] and Karaman 
et al. [11]. (ii) Atomistic simulation studies have shown superelasticity in bcc nanowires via 
reversible deformation twins, thus imparting high ductility[13].  
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Sleeswyk  considered different possible outcomes of twin-twin interactions occurring in a bcc 
crystal[4, 22-24]. He analyzed the role of twins in blocking slip dislocations, and concluded that 
twins allow slip dislocations to pass through them. The works of Sleeswyk and Verbraak on 
twin-twin and twin-slip interactions considered only burgers vectors, however, if a dislocation is 
to glide into the twin on some plane, thus continuing to propagate at least a part of the original 
matrix slip shear, the slip planes in matrix and twin must intersect the twin-matrix interface along 
a common direction which is the orientation of the dislocation as it crosses the interface[4, 22-
24]. Later observations by Levasseur and Mahajan confirmed that twins can be an effective 
strengthener in bcc crystals by blocking the incoming slip dislocations[25-28]. The process is 
accompanied by the presence of the residual dislocation which increases the resistance of twin 
boundary in allowing slips to pass through them, and thus, contributing to an increased hardening 
response of bcc metals. The residual dislocations are associated with high strains in the vicinity 
of twin boundaries and can be preferred sites of cleavage fracture. Experimental studies of Hull 
suggested that the intersection of twins with non-parallel shear directions are likely to cause 
cleavage fracture when the resolved normal stress on the plane where the residual dislocation lies 
is large and the line of intersection of the twin planes are parallel to this cleavage plane[16]. 
Optical microscopy studies have revealed such intersections and shed light on the association of 
twin intersections and the micro-cracks in the bcc crystals[16, 25, 26, 29]. Experimental 
evidences of Honda are in agreement with Hull’s observations where they observe an orientation 
dependence of the mode of stress relief in which cracking was preferred to slip accommodation 
under appropriate conditions[30, 31]. The observations of Edmondson also facilitated the 
conclusion of crack formation at twin intersections in iron[32], and subsequently were supported 
with the observations made by Reid et al. in Mo and by Marcinkowski and Lipsitt in 
chromium[29, 33]. Patriarca et al. made experimental observations of different types of twin-
twin intersections in FeCr where the twins were both allowing and blocking slip dislocations to 
pass through them. Blocked dislocations were associated with higher strain and confirmed a 
residual dislocation of higher magnitude. Several papers in the literature describe the association 
of twin and crack inititation in bcc metals, and this has been well established in most, but not in 
all metals[16, 25, 26, 29, 33]. Microcracks are usually observed in experiments where they are 
located within one or other of the twins (rather than in the matrix) or along the twin-matrix 
interface or at places where a twin meets the free surface[34-37]. Cracks can be either 
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transgranular or along the twin-matrix interface and both types have been observed in bcc metals 
such as iron and molybdenum[31, 38].  
 
In this work, we study five different types of slip-twin and twin-twin intersections, namely 
<111>, <113>, <210>, <513>, <110>, and calculate the twin migration stress for each type of 
intersection. Twin migration stress is the stress required to move the twin boundary by one layer. 
Twin migration is a result of twin-twin or twin-slip interaction, where a partial dislocation 
111
6
a
    formed as a result of the reaction, glides along the twin boundary thus translating the 
twin boundary by one layer. In this work, it has been observed that twins can act as an efficient 
barrier to incoming slip dislocations or may allow the slips to pass easily through them. 
Depending on the shear directions of intersecting twins or slips, twin-twin and twin-slip 
interactions can be categorized into different types which will be discussed later. The residual 
dislocations play a major role in governing these interactions, and the residual dislocation left at 
the CTB depends on the loading orientation of the crystal that activates the interacting twin/slip 
systems. It is observed throughout this work that, screw dislocations which are emitted during 
loading can easily cross-slip through the twin boundary while the edge dislocations leave a step 
behind while incorporating into the twin boundary. We explored all possible cases of twin-twin 
and twin-slip intersections and interpreted the results on how these reactions affect the twin-
migration stress. We conclude that twin boundaries can block or allow the dislocations to pass 
through them depending on the orientation of twins relative to the loading orientation, and the 
nature of incoming dislocations (screw or edge)[39]. Higher magnitudes of residual dislocations 
require higher stresses to move the dislocations along the twin boundary (incorporation). The 
high stresses so developed prevent the further growth of the twin, for example by a barrier twin 
or the result of the pile-up of dislocations against the sessile residual dislocation. This creates a 
high, static stress which causes cracking.  
1.3 Research outline 
A fundamental understanding of the physics behind twin nucleation and growth is essential to 
capture the plastic response of bcc metals. Several authors have proposed dislocation-based twin-
nucleation models for bcc in the past [1-4]; however, an important issue remains unsolved, 
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namely predicting the critical stress required for twinning in bcc metals. In this work, we 
establish the criterion for twin nucleation in bcc metals by linking the role of energy landscape 
associated with twinning, commonly referred to as generalized planar fault energy (GPFE) into a 
bcc twinning mechanism. The predicted twinning stress from our analysis along with the 
geometry of the interacting twins and slips have been incorporated into an energy-based 
mechanistic model to calculate the effect of residual dislocations in governing the twin-migration 
stress. The follow up chapters will describe each of the mechanisms in detail. Through our 
energy formulations, it is observed that the residual dislocation increases the twin migration 
stress, thus making the dislocations difficult to penetrate or translate the twin boundary.  
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Chapter 2:  Methods 
 
2.1 Atomistic Simulations 
Atomistic simulation is a powerful tool to study the local heterogeneities at an atomic level and 
relate these microstructures to predict the material behavior at a continuum level. Atomistic 
simulations can be mainly divided into two families-namely Molecular Dynamics (MD) and 
Monte Carlo (MC) although there exists a range of hybrid techniques which incorporate the 
essential features of both. The obvious advantage of MD over MC is that it gives a clear picture 
of evolution of statistical dynamic properties of the system such as the total energy, temperature, 
and the stress state which are important parameters of the present work. The degree of accuracy, 
however, depends on several factors, the most important of which are describing a feasible 
system to analyze, the potential used to describe the interactions of the system, and the method 
employed to equilibrate the system.  
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Figure 4-Length and time scale of MD compared to quantum mechanics and continuum scale. 
 
2.2 Overview of Molecular Dynamics 
Molecular dynamics is a technique for computing the equilibrium and transport properties of a 
classical many-body system [1]. The trajectories of molecules and atoms are determined 
by numerically solving the Newton's equations of motion for a system of interacting particles, 
where forces between the particles and potential energy are defined. We solve Newton’s 
equations of motion for this system of interacting particles until the properties of the system no 
longer changes with time. The system at equilibrium can be used to deduce the observable 
quantities as a function of position and the momenta of the particles. The whole process of 
Molecular Dynamics simulations can be divided into the following steps [2]: 
(i) Initialization 
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Initialization is carried out by assigning the initial positions and velocities to all particles in the 
system. Although this process is random, care should be taken that the positions of the particles 
in the system do not overlap. Therefore, most of the simulation processes for solids are carried 
out assuming the particles take the positions of a cubic lattice or any other crystal structure [2]. 
We then attribute each particle with a velocity that is drawn from a uniform distribution. 
Subsequently, we shift all the velocities such that the total momentum of the system is zero and 
adjust the mean kinetic energy of the system of particles accordingly. 
 
(ii) Force calculation 
This step includes calculating force on every particle due to other particles in the system. 
Computation of forces on each particle requires the knowledge of distances between each pair of 
particle in the system. Having known the energy of the system, forces can be calculated by 
simply differentiating the potential energy with respect to the position [1]- 
A AF U                                            
 
A Aj
j A
U U


                                         
 
For instance if we consider a pair of Lennard-Jones particles  A and B where 
12 64 (( ) ( ) )AB
AB AB
U
R R
 
 
                                                                            (i)
 
The force can be calculated as, 
BA
A
A BA
U
F
R R

 

R
                                                      
 
which gives, 
12 6
2
24 (2( ) ( ) ) ABA
AB AB AB
F
R R R
 
 
R
                                                     
 
Newton’s second law relates force and acceleration by, 
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2
2
A
A A
d R
F m
dt

                                                                                                    (ii)
 
We study the time evolution of the system by solving this second order differential equation, one 
such equation for one particle in the system. 
 
(iii) Integrating the equations of motion 
In previous steps (i) and (ii), we have calculated the force and potential between the particles. 
We employ Newton’s equations of motion to calculate the new positions of the particles. If FA is 
the force on particle A, whose position vector is rA then 
2
2
A
A A
d R
F m
dt

                                                           
 
The above equation can be rewritten as, 
A A AF m a                                                                                                 (iii)
 
A
A A
dv
F m
dt

                                                           
 
where, 
A
A
dr
v
dt

                                   
 
There are several algortihms that have been developed to integrate such equations, some of 
which are Verlet and leapfrog algorithms. 
 
2.3 Description of LAMMPS 
LAMMPS is the acronym for Large-scale Atomic/Molecular Massively Parallel Simulator. It is a 
classical molecular dynamics simulator designed for parallel machines developed by Sandia 
National Lab, (http://lammps.sandia.gov) [3]. It can model atomic, polymeric, biological, 
metallic, or mesoscale systems using a variety of force fields and boundary conditions and is 
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easy to modify or extend. LAMMPS has potentials for soft materials (biomolecules, polymers) 
and solid-state materials (metals, semiconductors) and coarse-grained or mesoscopic systems. It 
can be used to model atoms or, more generically, as a parallel particle simulator at the atomic, 
meso, or continuum scale. LAMMPS runs on single processors or in parallel using message-
passing techniques and a spatial-decomposition of the simulation domain. The code is designed 
to be easy to modify or extend with new functionality. 
 
2.4 Simulation procedure and EAM potential 
MD simulations are carried out using a parallel molecular dynamics code, called LAMMPS, 
developed by Sandia. The MD simulation consists of a periodic box consisting of 5040 atoms of 
Fe. The box edges were oriented along the [111], [112]  and [110] directions. During the GSFE 
and GPFE calculations for bcc iron, periodicity was invoked across the box in [111] and [110] 
directions to represent the bulk bcc material. The system was equilibrated using an NPT 
algorithm to ensure that the number of atoms in the simulation, N, the pressure, P and the 
temperature remains constant throughout. The simulation was carried out at a temperature of 10 
K.  
In order to capture twin-slip and twin-twin interactions in bcc Fe discussed in Chapter 4, a 
periodic box was created using LAMMPS where a 10 layer thick twin was introduced. Figure 5 
represents the sequential process of creating a twin with specific orientation relative to the  
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Figure 5: Sequential process of creating a crystal with a twin in MD. The normal to the twin 
plane is aligned at some angle with respect to the deformation axis. 
 
deformation axis. Using Matlab, the box containing the twin was rotated with the desired 
deformation axis to be in the y-direction. The rotated box was then sectioned into the shape of 
the wire with large enough diameter to negate the effects of the boundary forces. A void was 
introduced which acts as a source of dislocation. The void is placed sufficiently at a large 
distance from the twin so that the stresses of the twin and the void do not interact. Before 
deforming the crystal, the total energy of the system was minimized using NPT algorithm. The 
energy evolution of the system is traced so as to ensure that the system is at a minimum energy. 
During the dynamics process, the crystal is subjected to a strain of 20% at a temperature of 10 K 
and a strain rate of 10
9
/s. 
Similarly, during the GSFE and GPFE calculations for Fe-50Cr, a simulation box was created 
consisting of 5040 atoms of Fe and Cr (NFe = 2520, NCr = 2520). The atoms were assigned 
randomly to the simulation box but care was taken that the positions of the atoms do not overlap 
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each other. This was carried out using Matlab where a random number generator code was 
developed that would assign the positions to Fe and Cr atoms in the box, thus producing a 
disordered solute solution of Fe and Cr. The system was equilibrated using an NPT algorithm. 
The simulation to obtain the GPFE and GSFE landscape was carried out at a temperature of 10 
K.  
 
2.4.1 EAM potential 
Atomistic calculations employing first principles are delimited by a few number of atoms and a 
short time scale. In material simulation, where the observables such as temperature, energy and 
stresses are to be determined with the evolution of time, such atomistic calculations prove to be 
inefficient. On the other hand, empirical and semi-empirical methods deal with a large system of 
particles and a longer time scale [4] . The development of EAM potential which is employed in 
the current work dates back to a couple of decades ago, first developed by Daw and Baskes[5]. 
This type of potential has been widely used in MD simulations because of its simplicity in 
atomistic calculations. In EAM potential, the energy required to place an impurity atom is taken 
solely as a function of the electron density at that particular site giving rise to a specific energy of 
a specific atomic species in the system. The total energy of an EAM potential can be divided into 
two parts-a pairwise part and a local density part as follows- 
1
1 1 1
( ) ( )
N N N
ij i
i j i i
U r  

   
  
                                                                                                  (vi)
 
( )i ij
j
r 
                                                           
 
All functions given by Auckland et al. were represented as following [6]- 
1
( )
n
i k k
k
a r

 


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Where , , ,i i i   are the basis functions and ka  are coefficients to be fitted to the material 
parameter. The local density part is obtained by the linear superposition of electron cloud 
densities of all the atoms surrounding it while the pairwise part comes from interaction energy of 
neighboring atoms which is usually defined by a pair potential function. 
 
Figure 6-Energy minimization to calculate the lattice parameter of  -Fe and FeCr using EAM  
potentials [7,11]. 
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Table 1: Experimental and predicted (simulation) constants for bcc Fe 
Parameters Experimental Predicted (Simulation) 
 
a(
o
A ) 
2.8589
d
 
2.8660
f
 
2.87
 e
 
2.8553
a,b
 
2.8589 
c
 
C11 (GPa) 243.1
d
 
226
e
 
243.4
a,b
 
236.75 
C12 (GPa) 138.10
 d
 
140
 e
 
145
a,b
 
131.91 
C44 (GPa) 121.90
 d
 
116
 e
 
116
a,b
 
121.90 
[a] Reference [7], used in the present analysis 
[b] Reference [6] 
[c] Reference [4] 
[d] Reference [4] 
[e] Reference [10] 
[f] Reference [8] 
 
In this work, the EAM potential developed by Mendelev is used [7]. As presented in Table 1, the 
potential successfully depicts the lattice parameter (a=2.8 
o
A )  and elastic constants compared to 
others generated by experimental and simulation methods[4, 8, 9]. The potential is able to 
describe the system accurately at high densities and the proper interstitial configuration suggests 
that this potential is suitable for simulating atomic configurations.  
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Chapter 3: Twin Nucleation in FeCr BCC Alloys- Modeling 
and Experiments 
 
3.1 Introduction 
The present work is aimed towards resolving some of the most pertinent issues in understanding 
deformation twinning behavior of bcc alloys using the most advanced tools. A number of 
technologically important bcc alloys undergo twinning deformation [1-3], and seminal works 
proposed an important foundation for twin-nucleation mechanisms in bcc metals [4-7] as 
described in this paper.  In this work, we develop a twin nucleation stress model by emphasizing 
the role of the generalized planar fault energy (GPFE). In bcc crystals, the GPFE is the energy 
per unit area required to shear one elastic half of the crystal with respect to the other half by a 
displacement of 
a
< 111 >
6
on successive {112} planes [9] . An example of GPFE for FeCr alloy 
will be discussed later. The heterogeneous twin nucleation model is based on the twin nucleating 
from dislocations in three slip systems that rearrange to form a twin nucleus [1]. Twin nucleation 
through this mechanism has to overcome successive energy barriers as layer by layer growth 
occurs. As will be observed later, this approach incorporates the essential energetics of the twin 
nucleation process in bcc metals. Utilizing novel experimental digital image correlation 
techniques, single crystal microstructures, selected orientations, and high-resolution microscopic 
observations, we describe the need to validate the modeling efforts with experiments. We 
compare our results to experiments on Fe-50Cr (bcc) and Fe (bcc) single crystals showing 
excellent agreement.  
3.2 Background 
Several heterogeneous twin nucleation mechanisms have been proposed for bcc metals based on 
(i) the pole mechanism proposed by Cottrell and Bilby [4] (ii) the slip dislocation interaction 
mechanism proposed by Priestner and Leslie [5] (iii) the dislocation core dissociation mechanism 
suggested by Sleeswyk and Lagerlof [6-7] and (iii) the slip dislocation dissociation mechanism 
proposed by Ogawa [8]. These mechanisms are discussed in detail in Appendix A. In the present 
work, we employ the dislocation core dissociation mechanism originally proposed by Sleeswyk 
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[6] to determine the twin nucleation stress in bcc metals. In bcc crystals, the symmetrically 
spreading {112}<111> core structure can be considered as the splitting of an 
a
[111]
2
 dislocation 
into three fractional  
a
< 111 >
6
 dislocations as follows [11-12]: 
screw
a a
[111] 3× [111]
2 6
  
As Vitek [16] pointed out, unlike the metastable partial dislocations, the fractional dislocations in 
bcc are associated with an unstable fault energy [10-18]. The three fractional dislocations possess 
a symmetric configuration as illustrated in Fig 7(a). The configuration is stable under zero 
external stress [6-7]. However, under an applied stress, the dislocations translate along the most 
stressed {112} plane (in twinning sense) to create a three layer twin as shown in Figures 7(b) and 
7(c). Theoretical calculations [17] predict the width (w) of the 
a
[111]
2
 dissociated core in bcc 
crystal to be 1b-2b where b=
a
[111]
2
. This leads to the prediction of the separation distance (x) 
between any pair of fractional dislocations in Fig 7(a) to be larger than 2d{112} where d{112} is the 
{112} interplanar distance. Under the applied stress, the dislocations A and C separated by 
distance larger than 2d{112} cannot cross slip on the adjacent {112} plane parallel to B plane as it 
creates a fault of higher energy. To avoid this high energy, the dislocation A initially glides on its 
(112) plane followed by dislocation C on the (112) plane. The process is referred as the core 
width adjustment by several authors [7,11], and is shown by the arrows in Fig 7(a). When the 
two dislocations A and C lie on the consecutive {112} planes parallel to the B plane as a result of 
the glide, they eventually cross slip to form a stable three layer fault (twin). Experimental 
observations in Fe50Cr single crystals in our present study show the activation of the three {112} 
slip systems of symmetric configuration under an applied stress. These observations validate that 
the resolved shear stress on these systems can facilitate the fractional dislocations to initially 
glide along their individual {112} planes before cross slipping onto the most stressed {112} 
plane to form a twin nucleus. 
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The dependence of the twin nucleation stress on the GPFE has been predicted in most fcc metals 
[19]; however, the quantitative dependence of the twin nucleation stress in bcc metals on the 
GPFE has not been well established. The work of Ogata et al. [20] estimated the twin migration 
stress based on the GPFE in bcc metals which tends to be lower than the twin nucleation stress. 
In this work, we analyze the elastic interactions of the dislocations forming the twin nucleus at a 
mesoscale and incorporate the GPFE obtained through MD at an atomistic level to predict the 
twinning stress in bcc metals.  We, therefore, employ the following findings in our analysis 
corresponding to two different lengthscales: (i) 
a
< 111 >
6
fractional dislocations in a bcc crystal 
possess a threefold symmetric {112} core structure under zero external stress as illustrated in Fig 
7(a)[6,7,11,12] (ii) the 
a
< 111 >
6
fractional dislocations under external stress gradually reorient 
themselves along the most stressed {112} plane to attain a stable three layer stacking fault (twin) 
as shown by Figures 7(b) and 7(c) [6-7] (iii) the 
a
< 111 >
6
 dislocations have to overcome an 
energy barrier to nucleate a twin which is quantitatively represented by the GPFE [9,19] 
represented in Fig 9. We then develop an analytical expression, free of any empirical constants, 
to determine the twin nucleation stress in bcc metals.  
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Figure 7-(a) the dissociated {112} core of bcc with fractional dislocations represented as A, B, 
and C (b) dislocation configuration on the verge of twinning (rc=0) (c) three layer twin nucleus 
moving on the  plane. 
 
3.3 Twinning energy landscape (GPFE) 
In bcc metals, twins are multi-layer stacking faults created by the passage of 
a
= < 111 >
6
pb  
dislocations ( 'a' is the bcc lattice constant) on successive {112} planes [8]. Fig. 8 illustrates the 
formation of a stacking fault in a bcc crystal due to the  
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Figure 8-{112}<111> stacking sequence in a bcc crystal. Atoms on different {112} planes are 
represented by different colors. The arrows indicate the passage of the dislocation  on successive 
{112} planes creating one layer and two layer stacking faults. 
passage of the dislocations with burgers vector 
a
= < 111 >
6
pb  during the twin-nucleation 
process. Glide of the first 
a
= < 111 >
6
pb dislocation on {112} plane creates a one-layer stacking 
fault, and the second and third dislocations on successive {112} planes create a 2 and 3-layer 
stacking faults respectively. Further glide of the dislocations on successive {112} planes 
represent the twin growth. The GPFE curves were determined with the MD technique employing 
Embedded Atom Method (EAM) potential both for Fe [19] and FeCr [20]. A simulation box was 
created consisting of 5040 atoms (NFe = 2520, NCr = 2520). The box edges were oriented along 
the [111], [112]  and [110] directions. During energy calculations, periodicity was invoked 
across the box in [111] and [110] directions to represent the bulk bcc material. Molecular statics 
was used to relax the crystal at a temperature of 10 K to confirm that the crystal was stress free 
before shearing. During energy minimization, the atoms were relaxed partially in the <112> 
direction. The first layer stacking fault was created by translating the layers F-F of a perfect bcc 
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{112} stacking sequence through a displacement of 
a
= < 111 >
6
pb relative to the bottom layers 
A-E. A successive translation of the layers A-F followed by layers B-F created two-layer and a 
three-layer stacking faults respectively. 
 
 
Figure 9-The GPFE for Fe50Cr at various normalized shear displacements on successive {112} 
planes calculated using the EAM potential [20]. The normalized displacements and the stacking 
fault energies corresponding to twin nucleation and twin growth are shown. 
 
Fig. 9 illustrates the GPFE for the Fe-50Cr alloy whereus  is termed the unstable stacking fault 
energy and represents the energy barrier that the 
a
< 111 >
6
dislocation has to overcome to create 
the first layer stacking fault. Similarly  sf is the stable stacking fault energy,  ut  is the unstable 
twinning fault energy, and 2 tsf  is the stable twin stacking fault energy. It has been observed in 
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our calculations that  ut   does not change beyond the third layer. This suggests that the thinnest 
stable multilayer stacking fault on the {112} plane for FeCr is a three-layer fault, and can be 
considered as the twin nucleus [23]. The increase in additional faults is considered as the twin 
growth where fault energies remain unaltered during the process. The process of twin-nucleation 
and growth are distinctly governed by different regions of the GPFE curve [19]. The distinction 
between these processes is crucial because the nucleation of twin requires much higher stress 
than that for growth [20]. In the next section, we will discuss the dislocation core dissociation 
mechanism that has been used in the present analysis to predict the twin nucleation stress in bcc 
metals.                                        
The previously proposed twin nucleation mechanisms [4-8] are based on the force equilibrium of 
the dislocations forming the twin nucleus. In the present work, we determine the twinning stress 
by minimizing the total energy of the twinning dislocations. We do so by differentiating the total 
energy of the dislocations of the twin nucleus with respect to their positions rA and rB. Fig. 7 
shows in sequence - (a) the dissociated collinear fractional dislocations lying on the three 
different {112} planes (b) the arrangement of the dislocations on the verge of twinning (rc=0) (c) 
the three layer twin nucleus moving together on the {112} plane.  The twin is said to be 
nucleated when the dislocation C in Fig 7(b) just starts to glide under the applied stress (twinning 
stress).  
3.4 Experimental procedures 
Single crystals of Fe-50Cr with loading axis parallel to[111] , [101] and [010] orientations were 
used to study the evolution of twinning. The samples were manufactured using the Bridgman 
technique in a He atmosphere. The samples of dimensions 4 mm x 4 mm x 10 mm were cut 
using electro-discharge machining (EDM). Electron back scattering diffraction (EBSD) was used 
to determine the normal and transverse orientations of the samples. The samples were solution 
annealed at 900 oC  for 1 hour followed by a water quench prior to loading. Displacement and 
strain controlled experiments were conducted for compressive and tensile tests respectively using 
a servo hydraulic load frame at room temperature at a strain rate of -35×10 s
-1
. The Digital image 
correlation (DIC) technique in combination with scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was used 
to study the nucleation of slip and the evolution of twinning at different points of the loading 
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curve as illustrated in Figs 10-12. Ex-situ high resolution images ( 0.44 μm / pixel ) were obtained 
utilizing an optical microscope. The high resolution DIC strain measurements elucidated the 
onset of slip, twin nucleation and twin growth at different points of the loading curve.  
 
 
Figure 10-Stress–strain curve for a Fe50Cr single crystal under [111]compressive loading 
corresponding to 6 different tests. The DIC images marked A and B show the nucleation of   and   
(SF=0.30) slip and the onset of twinning on the same systems respectively. 
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Figure 11-Stress–strain curve for a Fe50Cr single crystal under  [101]  compressive loading 
corresponding to 3 different tests. The DIC images marked A and B show the nucleation of slip 
corresponding to the maximum CRSS (SF=0.47) and the onset of twinning on the same systems. 
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Figure 12-Stress–strain response for a Fe50Cr single crystal under [010]  tensile loading 
corresponding to 10 different tests. The DIC images marked A and B show the nucleation of 
slips (SF=0.47) corresponding to the maximum CRSS and the onset of twinning on the same 
systems respectively.  
 
3.5 Experimental observations 
Experimental observations utilizing high resolution measurements from DIC in combination with 
crystal orientations from EBSD and transmission electron microscope (TEM) images have 
helped determine the activated slip and twin systems in Fe-50Cr single crystal. Fig. 10 shows the 
stress-strain response of Fe-50Cr single crystal subjected to compression in [111]  orientation. 
High resolution DIC measurements reveal slip on the [ ](111 211) system (Schmid 
Factor(SF)=0.30) at a critical resolved shear stress (CRSS) of 88 MPa (inset marked A). The 
twin develops on the same system when the strain reaches to 1.1% and is characterized by a 
sudden drop in the load. The nucleation of the twin occurred at a CRSS ( T ) of 202 MPa. 
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Similarly, Fig. 11 displays the stress-strain curve of a [101] oriented crystal loaded in 
compression. The inset image marked A shows the evidence of the activated [ ](111 121)  
(SF=0.47) slip system at a CRSS ( S ) of 87 MPa. A sharp drop in the load is observed at a strain 
of 1.5% which indicates the nucleation of the twin. The DIC analysis reveals that the twin 
develops on the same system [ ](111 121) (SF=0.47) at a CRSS ( T ) of 194 MPa.  
In addition to the aforementioned compressive tests, tensile tests were also performed in [010]  
oriented Fe50Cr single crystals. As illustrated in Fig 12, slip is observed on the[111](121) ,
[111](121)and [111](121) (SFs=0.30) systems (inset image marked A) followed by the 
nucleation of the twins on the same systems (inset image marked B). A distinct drop in the load 
at a strain of 0.35% indicates the nucleation of the twins at a CRSS ( T ) of 177 MPa. An 
investigation of the activated twin systems for all the loading orientations in our study suggest 
that the observed twin systems correspond to the highest SFs, thus conforming to the Schmid 
law.  
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                                           (a)                                                                   (b) 
Figure 13-(a) TEM image of a Fe50Cr single crystal illustrating the activated {112}<111> slip 
systems possessing a three-fold symmetry configuration (shown by dashed colored lines) under  
[111] compressive loading (b) Twinning observed on the  ( )[211 111]system corresponding to 
the the highest SF of 0.30 for the same loading orientation. 
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Figure 14-Micrograph of a Fe50Cr single crystal illustrating the activated {112}<111> slip 
systems possessing a three-fold symmetry configuration (shown by dashed colored lines) under  
[111] compressive loading. Twinning is observed on the ( )[211 111]  system corresponding to 
the highest SF of 0.30 for the same loading orientation. 
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(a)                                                                     (b) 
Figure 15-(a) TEM image of a Fe50Cr single crystal illustrating the activated {112}<111> slip 
systems possessing a three-fold symmetry configuration (shown by dashed colored lines) under  
[101] compressive loading (b) Twinning observed on the   [ ](111 121) system corresponding to 
the highest SF of 0.47 for the same loading orientation. 
 
An examination of the TEM image of Fig. 13(a-b) and the optical image of Fig. 14 for the [111]  
compressive loading orientation shows the evidence of the activated {112} slip systems 
possessing a three-fold symmetry configuration (shown by dashed colored lines) prior to 
twinning. The geometry of the activated {112} slip systems reveal that a dislocation 
configuration of such symmetry can nucleate a twin by the mechanism discussed in the present 
work. Twinning is observed on the [ ](111 211) (SF=0.30) system which corresponds to the 
maximum resolved shear stress system for [111]  compressive loading. In addition to the 
[ ](111 211)  system (SF=0.30), the low SF [111](121)  (SF=0.15) and [111](112) (SF=0.15) 
slip systems having symmetric configuration are also observed to be activated during loading. 
An analysis of the micrograph illustrated in Fig 15(a) for the [101] compressive orientation 
yields similar results where the slip systems [111](112)  and [111](211)  (SFs=0.24) with low SF 
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are observed to be activated in addition to the [111](121)  system (SF=0.47). The activated 
systems have a symmetric configuration, and the twin is observed on the [111](121) system with 
the highest SF as illustrated in Fig 15(b). Similar observations have been made when the Fe50Cr 
single crystal is subjected to tension in the [010]  orientation. The micrographs illustrated in 
Figs. 16(a-b) reveal the twins of the [111](121)  and [111](121) (SF=0.47) type corresponding 
to the maximum SF in the [010]  tensile orientation, and the activation of the low SF {112} slip 
systems (SF=0.24) possessing a symmetric configuration.  
 
 
(a)                                                                    (b) 
Figure 16-(a) Micrographs illustrating the activated {112}<111> slip systems possessing a three-
fold symmetry configuration (shown by dashed colored lines) under [010]  tensile loading (b) 
Twins observed on the [ ](111 121)  and [ ](111 121) systems corresponding to the highest SF of 
0.30 for the same loading orientation. 
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Figure 17-EBSD measurements for (a) 101 compression (b) [111] compression, and [010] tensile 
loading directions. Different orientations of the crystal are marked with different colored regions. 
The colored dashed lines represent the activated twin systems. Measurements were taken on 
sample surface of dimensions 400x200 μm.  
The activated twin systems in the cases discussed above were determined with the EBSD 
measurements. The measurements were taken on a sample surface of dimensions 400x200 μm  
of known local crystal orientations. Fig 17(a) represents the EBSD data for [101] compressive 
loading where the green area represents the orientation of the matrix (close to the sample 
orientation) while the pink traces represent the activated systems corresponding to a 
misorientation of o44  with respect to the matrix. An investigation of the slope of the traces on 
the surface image of the specimen indicates that the activated regions correspond to the 
[111](121)and [111](121) twin systems. The slope of the traces in Fig 17(b) corresponding to 
[111] compressive loading have misorientation angles of about o72  (dashed brown line) and 
o74  (dashed blue line) with respect to the matrix orientation (green region), thus confirming the 
activation of the [ ](111 211)  and [111](121)  twin systems respectively. Similarly, Fig 17(c) 
represents the EBSD data for [010] tensile loading. The green and blue regions have 
misorientation angle of 
o60 with respect to the matrix (represented by the red-colored region), 
and complies with the slopes of the calculated misorientation angle for the [111](121) and 
[111](121) twin systems.  
Table 2 shows the experimentally observed slip systems and their corresponding SF under 
various loading orientations. Consistent with the present mechanism, the experimental 
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observations (Figs. 13-17) support that the resolved shear stress on the low SF systems can assist 
the fractional dislocations to glide on their individual {112} planes prior to twinning, and 
eventually cross-slip onto the most stressed {112} plane to form a three layer twin.  
 
Table 2-Experimentally observed slip systems and their corresponding SF for a Fe50Cr single 
crystal subjected to tensile and compressive loading in different orientations. The activated slip 
systems possess symmetric configuration which is consistent with the bcc twinning mechanism 
proposed in this work. 
 Loading 
orientation 
Activated 
systems 
SF Observed twin  T ( )MPa   
 
Compression 
[101]  [111](211)  0.47 [111](121)   
194 ±8   
[111](121)  0.24 
[111](112)  0.24 
[111]  
 
[111](211)  0.30 [111](211)   
203±13  
[111](121)  0.15 
[111](112)  0.15 
 
Tension 
 
[010]  
[111](211)  0.24 [111](121)   
177 ±13  
[111](121)  0.47 
[111](112)  0.24 
[111](112)  0.24 [111](121)  
[111](211)  0.24 
[111](121)  0.47 
 
3.6 Modeling of the twin nucleation stress 
Fig. 7(b) depicts the arrangement of the 
a
< 111 >
6
dislocations on the verge of twinning. The 
total energy of the configuration in Fig 3 can be expressed as the summation of: (i) the energy 
due to elastic interactions of the dislocations forming the twin nucleus (ii) the twinning energy 
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landscape traversed by the dislocations represented by the area under the GPFE curve (iii) minus 
the work done by the resolved shear stress. The total energy can be expressed as: 
total interaction T GPFEE = E -W +E                                                                                                   (1) 
If we consider the interaction of every 
a
<111>
6
dislocation with every other dislocation forming 
the twin nucleus, the interaction energy of the configuration in Fig. 7(b) can be expressed as: 
(ln[ ] ln[ ]+ ln[ ]) (2)
2
{112}<111> p B A B A
total
o o o
G b r - r r r
E = - +                                                                   
2π r 2r r
 
where 
{112} 111 G is the shear modulus on the activated {112} plane, bp is the burgers vector of the 
twinning dislocation, rA and rB are the equilibrium positions of the dislocations under applied 
stress, and ro is the equilibrium position under zero external stress. The shear modulus {112} 111 G
for the Fe50Cr crystal and the Fe were determined from MD to be 64 GPa and 61 GPa 
respectively. 
The energy contribution due to the GPFE curve in Fig. 9 can be divided into two parts [19]: (i) 
the energy required to create a stable stacking fault, SF   and (ii) the energy required to nucleate 
a twin. The energy due to the GPFE curve can expressed as: 
GPFE SF twinE = E +E                                                                                                                   (3) 
Equation (3) reveals that the energy attributed to slip and twinning are governed by different 
regions of the GPFE curve. The rationale behind the decomposition is that slip and twinning are 
competitive mechanisms, and SFE does not contribute to twin nucleation. In order to elucidate 
their role quantitatively, we expressGPFE using sine analytical functions as follows: 
 xSF S
p
Uγ (λ( )) = γ  sin[0.3π ]         f
u
x λ  0 < λ <1.5        λ(x) =or 
b
     
 
US SF
SF US SF US
γ + γ1
γ (λ( )) = (γ + γ ) + (γ - ) sin[2π(λ( ) -1.25)])   for   x x 1.5 λ(
2
<
2
 x) < 2
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UT SF
twin UT SF UT
γ + γ1
γ (λ( )) = (γ + γ ) + (γ - ) sin[2π(λ( ) -1.21)])      for    λ(x x 2 < x
2
 )
2
< 2.5
 
twin UT TSF UT TSF
1 1
γ (λ( )) = (γ + 2γ ) + (γ - 2γ ) sin[2π(λ( ) -1.22)])    for  x x  2.5 λ(<
2 2
x) N
 
In the above equations,    is the normalized shear displacement of the two halves of the crystal 
due to the passage of the dislocation bp=a/6<111>. We express the energy contributions SFE and 
twinE  of the GPFE curve as follows: 
Ar
SF
0
= γ dx    SFE                                                                                                                      (4) 
A Ar r
GPFE SF
0 0
= γ dx - γ dx             twinE                                                                                            (5) 
In the above expressions, SFE is the area under the SFγ curve and represents the energy required 
by the 
a
< 111 >
6
dislocation to overcome the unstable stacking fault energy barrier USγ  to create 
a stable stacking fault. Similarly, twinE is the area under twinγ curve and represents the energy 
required by the 
a
< 111 >
6
dislocation to overcome the twin nucleation barrier UT  in order to 
create multi-layer stable stacking faults (twin). The energy contribution due to the twin 
nucleation barrier UT  can be interpreted as the sum of twin boundary formation energy and twin 
boundary migration energy as follows [20]: 
UT TSF TBMγ = 2γ + γ                                                                                                                    (6) 
The justification behind the above expression is that in order to extend the boundary of a stable 
stacking fault by one layer, the 
a
< 111 >
6
dislocation has to overcome the energy barrier 
represented by TBMγ . The newly formed layer will have a stacking fault energy equal to TSF2
.This implies that once a stable stacking fault , TSF2γ , is created by the first dislocation, there is 
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no change in energy when new faults are created on the parallel {112} planes consecutive to an 
already existing fault.  
 
Figure 18-Positions of the dislocations A and B under zero external shear stress and with an 
applied shear stress. The separation distance between the dislocations A and B is d on the verge 
of twinning (rc=0) . 
The applied resolved shear stress 
RSS  helps to overcome the twinning energy barrier. The work 
done in moving dislocation A from its equilibrium position or   to the final position Ar  and 
dislocation B from 2 or  to Br  on the verge of twinning ( = 0)cr  in Fig 18 is given by, 
                                 
τ RSS A o RSS B o
1 1
W = τ b(r - r ) sin[2α]- τ b(r - 2r ) sin[2α]                                                                (7)
2 2                      
 
where   is the angle between the stress axis and normal to the twin plane. 
The expression for the total energy of the dislocations forming the twin nucleus can now be 
written as: 
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A A
2
B A B A
total rss A o rss B o
o o o
r r
GPFE SF
0 0
r - r r rGb
E  = - (ln[ ] + ln[ ]+ ln[ ]) - τ b(r - r ) - τ b(r - 2r )
2π r 2r r
            + ( γ dx - γ dx)                                                                                                      (8)
 
We minimized the total energy expression (equation-8) by differentiating it with respect to Ar  
and Br  (Refer to Appendix B for the calculations) to numerically solve for the positions of 
dislocations A and B on the verge of twinning. Having determined the positions Ar and Br , we 
calculated the separation distance d between the dislocations, and derived an analytical 
expression for critical twin nucleation stresscritical  as follows: 
2
'
critical twin
1 Gb 3- 2 3
τ = γ - ( ) 
b 2π ( 3 -1)d
  
 
  
                                                                                              (9) 
'γtwin
in equation (9) is obtained by the differentiation of Etwin in equation (5) with respect to the 
position rA, and can be written as:  
UT SF
UT UT TSF
'
twin
γ + γ 1
γ (γ - )sin 2π[2.5-1.21]+ (2γ - 2γ )sin 2π[N -1.22]                                 (10)                                                                          =     
2 4                                      
 
Where N corresponds to the number of layers of the twin nucleus (N=3 in the present analysis). 
Expressions (9) and (10) reveal that the critical stress required for twinning in bcc metals 
depends on the fault energies SF UT TSFγ , γ ,2γ  , and the distance d  between the dislocations A and 
B on the verge of twinning, i.e.
 critical SF UT TSF
τ = τ(γ , γ ,2γ ,d) . These parameters can be obtained by 
means of atomistic calculations, thus eliminating the need for any empirical constants in our 
analysis. 
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Figure 19-Predicted and experimental [23] twinning stresses for Fe and FeCr alloys. The 
magnitude of the twinning stresses predicted using our analysis are in close agreement to the 
experimentally predicted values. Dashed lines are shown to aid the eye. 
 
3.7 Results and Discussion 
Fig.19 represents the predicted and experimental [25,28] twinning stresses for FeCr with varying 
chromium content. We compare our results with the experimental data showing excellent 
agreement. We observe the trend of the magnitude of twinning stresses for FeCr alloys using our 
analysis and experimental data, and conclude that an increase in the chromium content increases 
the twinning stress. The increase in twinning stress can be attributed to a higher UTγ  for alloys 
with relatively higher chromium content. Table 3 shows the predicted fault energies for Fe and 
Fe50Cr alloys, where the stacking fault energies are higher for Fe50Cr compared to Fe. In the 
present work, we mentioned earlier that UTγ  is the sum of twin boundary formation energy TSF2γ  
and twin boundary migration energy TBMγ . In order to create a new layer of the stacking fault, the 
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a
< 111 >
6
 dislocation has to overcome the energy barrier represented by the UTγ . With an 
increase in the UTγ , the stress required to create the additional fault  
Table 3-Predicted fault energies using EAM potential for different metals. The units of fault 
energies are in mJ-m
-2
. 
Metals 
USγ   SFγ  UTγ  TSF2γ  
Fe (bcc) 617 593 628 588 
Fe-50Cr 752 695 759 717 
 
increases. Therefore, the higher twin nucleation stress in Fe50Cr compared to pure Fe is 
attributed to the higher UTγ of Fe50Cr . The increase in UTγ may be the result of the local 
distortion in the arrangement of atoms when the substitutional Cr atoms are introduced in the 
crystal [26]. Atomistic simulations and experimental observations have also shown to increase 
the resistance of the dislocation glide through the crystal with an increase in Cr content [26]. 
This contributes to a higher twin nucleation stress in such alloys.  
To make our analysis more realistic, we focus on predicting the twin nucleation stress in pure Fe 
and FeCr alloy with a relatively high Cr content (50%) where the propensity of twinning is 
higher. Twins have also been observed experimentally in FeCr alloys with lower concentration 
of chromium (1-3%) [27]; however, atomistic observations on low Cr content (11% and 20%) 
FeCr alloys [26] have shown that slip on the {110} planes are primarily the favorable 
deformation mechanism, and it is possible that twins may not be observed in such alloys (except 
at low temperatures). The experimental observations in the present work show that twinning is 
the dominant deformation mechanism in FeCr alloy with high Cr content (50%) at room 
temperature [28]. Therefore, our analysis has been applied to the alloys where predicting twin 
nucleation stress is physically meaningful. 
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Table 4-Comparison of twinning stresses obtained through different methods. Present model 
yields twinning stresses very close to the experimental values. 
Metals (bcc)  expcritical (MPa) 
(Experimental) 
 idealcritical  (GPa) 
(Theory) 
 currentcritical (MPa) 
(Present model) 
Fe 170
a
 1.34
 c
 190 
Fe50Cr 203±13b 1.60
 c
 218 
a
 Reference [24] 
b
 Reference [23] 
c
 Calculations based on Reference [28] 
 
The present analysis can also be used to study the competition between twin and slip by 
emphasizing the role of USγ . A higher USγ  inhibits slip and favors twinning. In order to nucleate 
slip, the dislocation has to overcome a higher energy barrier represented by USγ . On the other 
hand, since TBMγ , which represents the energy barrier to add a new layer of stacking fault to an 
existing fault, is much less than USγ , twinning is preferred to slip as a deformation mechanism in 
FeCr alloys with high Cr content.   
With the present approach, we established an important relation to determine the critical 
twinning stress in bcc metals. The analysis reveals that the twinning stress at a continuum level 
can be accurately determined with the combined knowledge of the dislocation interactions at a 
mesoscale level and the energy landscape associated with the glide of the dislocations at an 
atomic level. The present analysis excludes the need for any empirical constants to accurately 
determine the twinning stress in bcc metals. The knowledge of the energy landscape for 
deformation twinning which is quantitatively represented by the GPFE essentially captures the 
twin nucleation process in bcc metals. The heterogeneous dislocation twin nucleation mechanism 
incorporated with the energy traversed by the dislocations during twin nucleation process 
predicts the magnitude of the twinning stress in close agreement to the experimentally observed 
values.  
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3.8 Conclusion 
The present analysis reveals that the twin nucleation stress in bcc metals depends on the twinning 
energy landscape (GPFE). The importance of the GPFE was emphasized in the present work 
because it represents the energy barrier that the fractional dislocations must overcome to nucleate 
a twin. Using elasticity theory, we calculated the interaction energy of the dislocations forming 
the twin nucleus. The GPFE was incorporated into the bcc twinning mechanism to develop an 
analytical expression to predict the magnitude of the twin nucleation stress. The expression for 
twinning stress is free of any empirical constants, and involves the parameters that can be 
obtained through atomistic methods. The accuracy of the present analysis was verified by 
comparing the results to the experimental observations in bcc Fe and Fe50Cr single crystals 
unveiling excellent agreement.  
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Chapter 4: Study of Twin-Twin and Twin-Slip interactions 
in  -Fe using MD 
 
4.1 Introduction 
The development of novel engineering materials and the subsequent improvement of current 
materials are the modern challenges of materials science. This requires an understanding of the 
correlation between microstructure of the material and their mechanical properties. A good 
crystal plasticity model has to relate the physics of the dislocations at an atomistic level to that of 
a grain, and finally to a continuum scale. Therefore, it is important to understand the role of 
grain/twin boundaries to predict the overall properties of metals. The twin boundary which is a 
type of symmetric high angle boundary plays an important role in determining the strength of 
crystals as they act as the sites to absorb, transmit or nucleate dislocations. Twin/grain 
boundaries are found to be more effective strengtheners than point defects, line defects 
(dislocations) or even precipitates [1].  Nonetheless, twins are also considered to be preferred 
sites for crack nucleation and subsequent fracture [2, 3].   
Computer simulation studies of interactions between dislocation and twin/grain boundary have 
been widely reported for hcp and fcc metals [4-10]. Different authors via experimental 
observations (including nanoindentations) have studied the interactions between dislocations and 
grain/twin boundaries in bcc metals, and the role of grain boundaries in impeding the 
transmission of the dislocations [11-17]. Table 5 summarizes the most important studies that 
have been done in the past by different authors to study dislocation-twin/grain boundary 
interactions. Saraev et al. studied the interaction between an edge dislocation and tilt grain 
boundaries with different misorientation angles in alpha-iron crystals [1] via computer 
simulations, and observed that grain boundaries can allow or block dislocations to pass through 
them. In the present paper, we focus on the twin-twin and twin-slip interactions in  -iron crystal 
through atomic-scale simulations and quantify the important physical phenomena of twin 
migration. The effect of the residual dislocation to alter the energetics of such interactions is also 
discussed.  
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Table 5-Summary of the most important studies on twin/grain boundary-dislocation interaction 
Author(s) Observation 
method 
Conclusion 
 
S. Mahajan and G.Y. Chin[18]  
 
Experimental 
Matrix slip can propagate 
across the twin boundary or 
may be incorporated in the 
twin. 
 
Levasseur et al.[19] 
 
Experimental 
Classifies twin-twin 
interactions and the possible 
reactions for different twin-
twin intersection types. 
 
A. W. Sleeswyk and Verbraak 
[20] 
 
Experimental 
Observed that CTB are 
unlikely to effectively block 
slip dislocations because they 
can penetrate the twin 
boundaries through 
dislocation reactions. 
 
Y. Cheng, M. Mrovec and O. 
Gumbsch [21] 
 
Atomistic 
simulations 
The evolution of the stress 
field and changes of the CTB 
structure during twin-
dislocation interaction. 
 
D. Saraev and S. Schmauder 
[1] 
 
Atomistic 
simulations 
Attractive force exists 
between the dislocation and 
the grain boundary and the 
attraction is highest for high 
angle grain boundaries. 
 
T. Vystavel et al [22]. 
 
Experimental 
The slip dislocations are 
stopped at Σ3  grain boundary 
even in the most favorable 
geometrical case where it 
could have transmitted in the 
twin. 
Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations were performed to study twin-slip and twin-twin 
interactions in  -iron under different loading orientations. Studying twin-slip and twin-twin 
interactions in body centered cubic (bcc) metals by this method is important both for providing 
quantitative predictions, and for understanding the underlying atomistic mechanisms governing 
these interactions [23]. Several experiments have been conducted in bcc crystals to understand 
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the underlying mechanism of twin-slip interactions; however, a thorough investigation has not 
been done in order to establish twin migration stress (
M )[18-20, 24-26]. In the present work, we 
identify different types of twin-twin and twin-slip interactions in bcc metals, and quantify the 
twin migration stress as a function of the residual dislocation ( rb ) left in the twin boundary. 
 
4.2 GSFE and GPFE calculations 
Generalized stacking fault energy (GSFE) in a bcc crystal is the interplanar potential energy 
required to slide one elastic half of the crystal relative to the other half along [111] direction on 
{112} plane [27]. The GSFE and GPFE curves for  -Fe were determined using the same 
approach as described in chapter 3 of the thesis. The GSFE and GPFE profiles for are shown in 
Figures 21 and 22 respectively.  
 
 
Figure 20-Arrangement of atoms in {112}<111> system in a perfect BCC crystal. Arrow 
indicates displacement to create a stacking fault in the crystal. 
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Fig 20 represents the process of forming a stacking fault in a bcc crystal when a 1/6[111] partial 
dislocation passes on {112} plane along <111> direction. The arrow indicates the direction of the 
motion of dislocation. The first peak of the energy curve shown in Fig 21 is termed the unstable 
stacking fault energy. It represents the energy barrier that a dislocation has to overcome to 
nucleate a slip. Hence, us   is linked to dislocation nucleation energy. After the complete passage 
of the slip dislocation through the crystal, the arrangement of the atoms forms a perfect bcc 
crystal. 
 
Figure 21-Generalized stacking fault energy for a bcc {112}<111> system. The x-axis is given in 
units of the Burgers vector. 
 
The GPFE for  -Fe was calculated in a similar manner described in Chapter 3 of the thesis. 
Most GPFE were reported for 3-layer thick faults taken to be twins [28-30] with us   to be the 
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energy barrier that a partial dislocation has to overcome during twin nucleation and 
tm  to be the 
energy barrier for twin growth. 
 
 
 
Figure 22-Generalized planar fault energy for a BCC {112}<111> system. The x-axis is given in 
units of the Burgers vector  . 
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4.3 Simulation Setup 
 
Table 6-Calculated SF for theoretically possible twin and slip systems for different loading 
orientations of the crystal. The number of theoretically possible slip systems (n) are also 
represented. 
  
Loading 
orientation 
Slip 
 
Twin 
Plane Schmid 
Factor 
     n  Plane Schmid    
Factor 
     n  
 
Compression 
[101] 
 
{112} 0.47 2 {112} 0.47 2 
 [111]  
 
{112} 0.31 3 {112} 0.31 3 
 
 
 
 
Tension 
[010]  
 
{112} 0.47 4 {112} 0.47 4 
[101] 
 
{112} 0.47 2 {112} 0.24 4 
[215] 
 
{110} 0.49 1 {112} 0.44 1 
[143] {112} 0.49  1 {112} 0.32 1 
   {123}     0.50      1 
 
Table 6 represents the critical resolved shear stress (CRSS) for theoretically possible twin and 
slip systems for different loading orientations of the crystal under compression and tension. In 
the present work, the twin systems under study are selected carefully based on their SF and 
twinning directions. The twin with the highest CRSS when pulled in a certain orientation is 
referred to as a deformation twin while the one that arises from previous loading 
history/temperature is referred to as a non-deformation twin [32]. 
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Figure 23-Stereographic triangle showing different loading orientations in compression and 
tension. The possible slip and twin systems under compression and tension are shown for 
different loading orientations. 
 
 
(i) Pure transmission                                          (ii) Transmission following incorporation 
 
(ii) Incoporation with residual dislocation left at the CTB 
Figure 24-Schematics of most significant dislocation-twin or twin-twin interactions. 
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Table 7-Twin migration stress as a function of residual dislocations. Note: 
M =  twin migration stress and 
G
= glide stress in the twin 
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Table 8-Twin system and the corresponding Schmid factor of the twin boundary and the incident twin dislocation. Also, the outcome of twin-
twin interaction is tabulated. 
 
Note: 
M = twin migration stress  
G
=glide stress for transmitted slip, and  N

=twin nucleation stress
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Fig. 23 represents the stereographic triangles for different loading orientations in tension and 
compression. The triangle is divided into different regions to clearly identify the possible slip 
and twin systems when the crystal is deformed in a particular orientation. The shaded region in 
the stereographic triangle represents where twinning is possible. For this study, the <111>{112} 
twin systems having Schmid factors (SF) larger than 0.35 is used as criteria to define the shaded 
regions where twinning is expected. Table 6 represents the loading orientation of the crystal and 
the possible slip and twin planes. 
Although this study aims at classifying twin-slip and twin-twin interactions based on the loading 
orientation, a convenient classification for different slip- twin intersections can also be studied. 
Accordingly, five types of intersections, i.e. <111>, <210>, <110>, <531> and <311> can occur 
in bcc crystals [18-20]. Tables 7 and 8 suggest such intersection types for different twin-slip and 
twin-twin interactions. Since the twinning partial of a crossing twin could either coalesce or 
dissociate to form dislocations, twin-twin intersections can be regarded equivalent to twin-slip 
intersections. This equivalence was first suggested Sleeswyk [31]. Therefore, the procedure 
developed by Sleeswyk and Verbraak for the incorporation of slip dislocations into twins can be 
utilized to analyze twin-twin interactions [20].   
4.4 Results and Discussion 
Different regions of the stereographic triangle were explored to study the twin-slip and twin-twin 
interactions. The simulation results for different loading orientations and their corresponding 
reactions have been summarized in Tables 7 and 8. Based on these interactions, we divide the 
results into different intersection types. Through our study, it has been found that the residual 
dislocation being left at the twin boundary depends on the loading orientation of the crystal (SF), 
and the type of interacting dislocations (edge/screw). 
(i)  Dislocation transmission following CTB incorporation 
Compression in [111] orientation  
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Figure 25-Twin-slip interaction when the crystal is subjected to compression in [111] orientation. 
 
As illustrated in Fig 25, slip is observed on the (211)[111]  plane which corresponds to the 
highest SF (0.31) in [111] compressive loading orientation. The twin system (121)[111]  also 
corresponds to the highest SF. When a full dislocation approaches the CTB, it reacts to form a 
twinning partial and a slip dislocation that incorporates and transmits through the CTB 
respectively. The twinning partial causes the CTB to shrink by one layer. In order to calculate the 
dislocation transmission plane, it is required to calculate the transformation matrix that relates 
the crystal coordinate frame with the twin coordinate frame. Transformation matrix, R given by 
equation (i) relates the two frames. Therefore, [111]  orientation in the crystal frame corresponds 
to [151]  in the twin frame and hence yields (121)[111]T  as the system with the highest CRSS.  
 
                                            
1 2 2
1
2 1 2
3
2 2 1
R
 
 
  
  
                                                                  (i) 
The overall twin-slip interaction can be summarized by the following reaction- 
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a a
     [111]                             [115]
2 6
     
a a a
      [115]                              [111]        +       [112]
6 6 3
                                               
Incident dislocatio
Tw
n
i
M T
T T T


a a a
     [112]                                 [111]        +        [111]
3 6 2
                                                      
nning Partial
Twinn Tring P ansmiart tted slipial
T T T
     (ii) 
An identical reaction was proposed by Sleeswyk and Verbraak in which the [115]
6
a
 dislocations 
could decompose into [111]
6
a
 dislocations that glide through the CTB and  [111]
2
a
 dislocation 
that transmits through the CTB [20]. The decomposition reaction is energetically unfavorable,  
but eventually occurs when a sufficient number of [111]
2
a
 dislocations have piled-up against the 
twin to relieve the stress concentration that may exist at the head of the pile-up [15].  
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Compression in [101] 
 
 
Figure 26-Twin-slip interaction when the crystal is subjected to compression in [101] orientation. 
  
Upon compressing the crystal in [101] direction, slip is observed on the (121)[111]   system 
(SF=0.47). When the full dislocation reacts with the CTB, it dissociates to form a twinning 
partial that glides along the CTB causing the twin to grow and a full slip dislocation that 
transmits on the (101)T  plane in the CTB. By applying the transformation matrix suggested in 
equation (iii) to the loading orientation, the equivalent orientation in the twin coordinate frame is 
found to be [121]. The transmitted slip so observed within the twin corresponds to the maximum 
CRSS. 
 
1 2 2
1
2 1 2
3
2 2 1
R
 
 
  
  
                                  (iii) 
The overall process can be summarized by the following reactions- 
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a a
     [111]                             [1 11]        +       a[010]
2 6
     
a
      a[010]                              [111]     
2
Incident dislocation         Twinning Parti Cottrell loal c    k     
M T T
T T


a
   +       [111]
2
 Cottrell lock                          Transmitted slip      Transmitted slip
T
            (iv) 
As observed in equation (iv), the interaction results in the formation of the Cottrell barrier which 
dissociates under high external stress to form perfect slip dislocations in the twin. Levasseur has 
investigated this particular type of interaction in deformed α-Fe crystals where he observed the 
dissociation of the Cottrell barrier into perfect slips in the twin [19]. The formation of the 
Cottrell dislocation is on the {110} plane and particularly stable. This restricts the transmitted 
slip system in the twin to be always on the {110} plane (SF=0.45) although {112} systems with 
comparable resolved shear stress exist for this loading orientation.  
(ii) Incorporation and blockage 
Tension in [010] orientation 
 
Figure 27-Twin-slip interaction when the crystal is subjected to tension in [010] orientation. 
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Figure 28-Twin-twin interaction when the crystal is subjected to tension in [010] orientation. 
 
 
Figure 29-An EBSD data and an SEM image showing the blockage of an incoming twin in Fe-
50Cr single crystal subjected to tension in [010] orientation [33]. 
 
Transmission is not observed in this loading orientation due to the effect residual dislocation 
being left at the grain boundary during interaction. Residual dislocations increase the stress in the 
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vicinity of the twin and increase the resistance of the twin for slip transmission. In order to study 
the role of residual dislocation in impeding dislocation transmission through twin boundary, two 
cases involving twin-twin and twin-slip interactions have been studied in tensile loading for this 
orientation, and in neither of the case, has transmission been observed [19, 20, 24]. When the full 
slip dislocation or a twin reacts with the CTB, it incorporates into the boundary leaving a 
residual dislocation. This residual dislocation, commonly known as Cottrell barrier, is 
responsible for crack nucleation in bcc metals [19].  The reaction can be summarized as equation 
(v) and is consistent with the observations made by Levasseur [19]. 
a a a
     [111]                             [ 111]        +       [221]
2 6 3
Incident dislocation        Twinning Partial  
                 a[221]   a[001]
3
      
   
   
      
      
  
  
  
    
  
 
          
M M M
M


 
                  Cottrell lock
                           (v) 
The formation of [001]T

dislocations may result in cleavage was first suggested by Cottrell [35].  
The twin-twin interaction for this case can be summarized as- 
a a
     3 [111]                             [ 151]        
6 6
     
a  a
      [151]                               [111]               +    a[010]     
6 6
             
Incident dislocation                   
M T
T T
 

Twinning          Partial                                      Cottrell lock  
                              (vi) 
Both the experimental results and MD simulations have shown that <210> type intersection of 
twin-twin results in blockage. Fig 29 shows an EBSD image of such intersection observed in 
Fe50Cr single crystal[33]. Similar results have been obtained when the crystal is compressed in 
[101] orientation. The reaction can be summarized as follows- 
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a a
     3 [111]                             [ 151]
6 6
     
a
      [ 151]                             a[010]        
6
                           Tw  inni    
  Incident dislocation                 
M T
T T T
 

1
[111]
6
      Cottrell ng P locka  rtial     
                            (vii) 
 
 
Figure 30-Twin-twin interaction when the crystal is subjected to compression in [101] 
orientation. 
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Figure 31-A DIC image showing twin-twin interaction when Fe-50Cr single crystal is subjected 
to compression in [101] orientation. 
 
Tension in [215] orientation 
Like the immediate case discussed above, this loading orientation is also studied for two cases, 
i.e. both for twin-slip and twin-twin interactions. When the slip dislocation or a twin reacts with 
the CTB (112)[111] , only incorporation is observed (Fig 32). This incorporation results in the 
shrinkage of the twin. The slip or twin dislocations react with the CTB to yield a residual 
dislocation following incorporation. The residual dislocation increases the energy barrier that the 
incoming slip has to overcome and therefore, makes the transmission difficult through the CTB. 
It is worth noting that the slip (011)[111]  and twinning (112)[111]observed in this case 
correspond to the planes with the highest CRSS for this particular loading orientation. The 
reaction for both twin-slip and twin-twin interactions can be summarized in the following 
reactions- 
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a a  a
     [111]                             [111]        +      [121]
2 6 3
     
 a a
      [121]                             [ 121]        
3 3
        
Incident dislocation        Twinning Partial           
M M M
M T


                                       Residual dislocation     
                (viii) 
 
 
Figure 32-Twin-slip interaction when the crystal is subjected to tension in [215] orientation. 
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Figure 33-Twin-twin interaction when the crystal is subjected to compression in [111] 
orientation. 
 
Similarly, the twin-twin interaction depicted in Fig 33 can be summarized by the following 
reactions- 
a a
     3 [111]                             [511]        
6 6
     
a  a  a
      [511]                               [111]               +   [211]     
6 6 3
            
Incident dislocation                   
M T
T T
 

Twinning P          artia                                 Residual dislocal tion  
 
 
Tension in [143] orientation 
Upon tensile loading in [143] orientation, slip is observed on the (321)[111]  system as displayed 
in Fig. 34. When slip dislocation reacts with the CTB (121)[111] , it forms a residual dislocation 
and a twinning partial that incorporates into the twin boundary. The overall reaction can be 
represented as- 
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a a  a
     [111]                             [1 11]        +      [111]
2 6 3
     
 a a
      [111]                             2 [111]     
3 6
        
Incident dislocation        Twinning Partial            
M M T
T T

 
Twinning Partial                                           
                                                    
(ix) 
 
Figure 34-Twin-slip interaction when the crystal is subjected to tension in [143] orientation. 
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Compression in [010] orientation 
 
 
Figure 35-Twin-slip interaction when the crystal is subjected to compression in [010] orientation. 
 
Upon compression the crystal in [010] orientation, slip is observed on the (121)[111]  plane (Fig 
35). When slip dislocation reacts with the CTB (211)[111] , it forms a residual dislocation and a 
twinning partial that incorporates into the twin boundary. The process can be summarized with 
the following equations- 
a a  a
     [111]                             [111]        +      [121]
2 6 3
I Twinninc ngiden  Part disloc tial    ation           Residual dislocation   
M M T
               (x) 
 
 
(iii) Transmission 
Tension in [101] orientation 
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Figure 36-Twin-slip interaction when the crystal is subjected to tension in [101] orientation. 
 
In this loading orientation, the slip dislocation (121)[111] simply crosses the CTB (112)[111]
without incorporation and hence, no residual dislocation is left at the CTB (Fig 36). Therefore, 
the incoming dislocation is not posed to any additional resistance from the residual dislocation. 
The dislocations which are emitted from the source are pure screw in character and can easily 
cross-slip through the CTB. Cross-slips in bcc crystals are relatively easier than in fcc metals 
because of the diminished width of the stacking fault (the width of the stacking fault corresponds 
to the stacking fault energy which determine the separation distance of the partial dislocations 
forming the fault). The lower the stacking fault width, the more is the energy required to 
recombine the partial dislocations before it cross-slips. The overall reaction can be summarized 
as follows- 
a a
     [111]                             [1 11]        
2 2
 
Incident dislocation      Transmitted sli p            
M T

                      (xi) 
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Tension in [111] orientation 
 
Figure 37-Twin-slip interaction when the crystal is subjected to tension in [111] orientation. 
 
Upon tensile loading in [111] direction as illustrated in Fig. 37, slip is observed on the 
(211)[111]  system (SF=0.31) that interacts with the twin (112)[111]  (SF=0.15). When the slip 
dislocation reacts with the CTB, it dissociates to form a full slip dislocation that transmits in the 
(110)T  plane in the twin. The magnitude of stress required to transmit the slip through the CTB, 
as observed in Tables 7-8, is much lower for the cases where no residual dislocation is being left 
at the grain boundary. The overall reaction can be summarized as- 
a a
     [111]                             [1 11]        
2 2
 
Incident dislocation      Transmitted sl ip           
M T

                              (xi) 
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 Compression in [314] orientation 
 
Figure 38-Twin-slip interaction when the crystal is subjected to compression in [314] orientation. 
 
In this loading orientation, the slip dislocation (132)[111] simply crosses the CTB (121)[111]  
without incorporation. The slips observed both in the matrix and twin correspond to the plane 
with the highest CRSS. The following interaction process can be summarized by the following 
reaction- 
a a
     [111]                             [1 11]        
2 2
 
Incident dislocation      Transmitted sl ip           
M T

                                (xii) 
If we analyze the some of the cases (discussed later) in Tables 7 and 8 where incoming slip 
dislocations are blocked, the twin boundary is observed to be an effective barrier to incoming 
slip dislocations. The twin-dislocation interaction results in the incorporation of the dislocation 
into the CTB without transmission. Although there are slip systems in the twin which have the 
highest Schmid factor in that particular loading orientation, yet no slip transmits through the twin 
boundary. The reason for this has been rationalized with the experimental studies that have been 
done earlier by the groups at Ohio State University [15] and the University of Illinois[34]. The 
authors examined different grain boundaries and based on the observations, they rationalized 
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GB-dislocation interaction in terms of empirical slip transmission rules in the form of tie 
breakers. The slip traces evolved during the propagation satisfy the geometrical constraint that 
the slip planes in the matrix and twin intersect along a line which lies in the CTB, thus resulting 
in the intersection angle between the incoming slip planes and the transmitted slip planes to be 
zero [24]. Considering the case of tensile loading in [010] orientation, there are two slip systems 
of {110}<111> type which have SF of 0.40 in the twin, but no transmission is observed through 
the CTB. It is because this slip system does not satisfy the geometrical constraint stated earlier. It 
is observed that there is one slip system of {123}<111> type which has a Schmid factor of 0.30 
which satisfies the geometrical constraint; however, transmission is not observed in this case as 
well because the reaction of the dislocation-twin boundary results in a residual dislocation of 
higher magnitude. If the slip were to penetrate the CTB, the following reaction would occur- 
a a
     [111]                             [111]        +       a[100]
2 2
     I Transmittencident dis d slip     location   Cottrell      lock      
M T T
      (xiii) 
The magnitude of the residual dislocation observed in the above reaction does not minimize the 
energy. Therefore, the dislocation prefers to incorporate into the CTB where it yields a residual 
dislocation of lower magnitude. Also considering the case of tensile loading in [215] orientation, 
there are {112}<111> slip systems in the twin that have the highest Schmid factor of 0.48. 
However, they do not satisfy the geometrical constraint and hence no transmission is observed. 
However, there is one {011}<111> slip system that satisfies the geometrical constraint but fails 
to minimize the energy due to a higher magnitude of residual dislocation left in the CTB. The 
reaction, if occurred,  could be summarized as- 
a a
     [111]                             [111]        +       a[001]
2 2
     I Transmittencident dis d slip     location   Cottrell      lock      
M T T
 (xiv) 
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The higher magnitude of br makes the transmission of incident slip dislocations more difficult 
through the CTB. Nonetheless, twins also allow slip to transmit and this scenario can be 
observed in the table when no residual dislocations are left at the twin boundary during twin-twin 
and twin-slip interactions. The efficiency of deformation twins in bcc crystals in blocking slip 
dislocations has been examined by Sleeswyk and Verbraak [20]. They have shown geometrically 
that twins are unlikely to be effective obstacles to twin dislocations because ½<111> dislocations 
can penetrate the coherent twin boundary of any twin, if necessary by means of dislocation 
reactions. Nonetheless, MD simulations in the present study have shown that twins also act as 
effective barriers to slip by obstructing the slip at its boundary (incorporation and no 
transmission within the twin) and that the authors fail to consider the role of residual 
dislocations. Residual dislocations which may be formed by twin-slip or twin-twin interactions 
increase the energy barrier that the incoming dislocations have to overcome in order to penetrate 
the twin boundary.  In this work, the effect of residual dislocations in increasing the resistance of 
the CTB in impeding dislocations has been studied quantitatively for different types of twin-twin 
and twin-slip intersections. Tables 7 and 8 present such interactions where the effect of residual 
dislocation is obvious. The magnitude of the residual dislocation is observed to be between 0.58a 
to 1.0a. The higher the magnitude of the residual dislocation, the higher is the stress required to 
glide the partial dislocation along the CTB. It is because the residual dislocation locally distorts 
the regular arrangement of the crystal in its vicinity generating a stress field. An incoming 
dislocation has to overcome these stress fields in order to transmit through the CTB. In case 
where no residual dislocations are present, the dislocations can easily cross slip along the twin 
boundary.  The magnitude of the residual dislocation depends on the type of incoming 
dislocations (screw or edge in character) and the orientation of the interacting twins or slips with 
respect to the loading axis. Since the dislocations that are emitted from the source is the direct 
consequence of the CRSS on the system, the magnitude of the residual dislocation can be 
considered to depend on the loading orientation of the system, and the nature of the incoming 
dislocations (edge or screw). 
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4.5 Conclusion 
MD technique was employed to study twin-slip and twin-twin interactions in alpha iron. The 
simulation enabled us to check the Schmid law for the nucleation of slip and twin. Through this 
study, the following conclusions were drawn- 
(i) Twin migration stresses during incorporation were calculated using MD technique with 
the knowledge of slip/twin planes and directions, and their corresponding Schmid 
factors. 
(ii)  Twin migration stresses were found to be much lower than the stresses required for 
initiating slip/twin. 
(iii)  Schmid law was critically checked for slip and twin for different loading orientations. 
(iv) The resistance of the CTB in allowing slip/twins to transmit through them is affected by 
the presence of residual dislocations left at the CTB after their interaction. The higher the 
magnitude of the residual dislocation, the higher is the stress required for the twin to 
migrate. 
(v) Twins act as an effective barrier to slip/twin transmission and contribute to hardening 
response of bcc crystals. Alternatively, it can impart ductility to bcc crystals by allowing 
slip dislocations to transmit through them. 
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Chapter 5: Modeling resistance of CTBs to dislocations 
transmission 
5.1 Introduction 
Continuum modeling of plasticity which was adopted earlier was confined to crystallographic 
planes in which the role of defects in the crystal were considered in terms of empirical 
parameters [1-3]. A set of formulations at a microstructural model is required that describes the 
effects of dislocation-dislocation or dislocation-grain/twin boundaries interactions quantitatively. 
The parameters that affect these interactions can later be incorporated into a mesoscale level to 
predict the overall process of metal deformation [4]. Considerable efforts have been devoted to 
study the outcomes of such interactions in hardening response of metals[5]. Residual dislocations 
have been studied widely[6-12], nonetheless its effect on the mechanical response of metals at a 
continuum scale has not been quantified till date. In the present work, we are able to investigate 
the dependence of twin-twin interactions on residual dislocations with the use of advanced 
experimental tools and MD technique. An analytical expression based on the geometrical 
parameters such as twin width and length, and the magnitude of residual dislocation has been 
developed that characterizes the process of dislocation incorporation and transmission through 
the CTB.   
All metals have defects in the form of dislocations, and grain/twin boundaries may act as a 
source or a sink to these dislocations. The interaction between dislocations and GB is important 
in understanding the plastic deformation of metals [13, 14], and the interactions have been 
studied widely studied over the past several decades [4, 15, 16]. Experimental observations 
utilizing in situ TEM images have characterized the outcomes of dislocations reactions occurring 
at a GB [17, 18]. Computer simulation studies of interactions between dislocation and twin/grain 
boundaries have been widely reported for bcc, hcp and fcc metals [4, 6, 19, 20].  In the present 
work, we focus on two types of twin-twin interactions- (i) the interaction that yields a lower 
magnitude of residual dislocation and (ii) the one that yields a higher magnitude of residual 
dislocation which has a pronounced effect on the twin migration stress. Several experimental 
studies have been devoted in understanding the role of twins in impeding dislocations motion 
and subsequently increasing the work hardening rate [21]. We quantify the important physical 
phenomena of twin migration during twin-slip and twin-twin interactions in  - iron crystals and 
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the effect of residual dislocations to modify the energetics of these reactions. Residual 
dislocations are a measure of localized strain in the twin boundary and will provide considerable 
insight into the metal deformation process. 
Different types of twin-twin interactions in bcc crystals have been studied in the past and the 
outcomes of such interactions are discussed extensively [7-12]. It is envisaged that the residual 
dislocations are mainly responsible for increased hardening response during plastic deformation 
as they make the dislocations difficult to penetrate the twin boundary. Through MD simulations, 
it has been observed that some of the incident dislocations can easily transmit through the twin 
boundary, while others are observed to leave a residual dislocation behind. It is because the 
residual dislocations play an effective role in increasing the local stress in the vicinity of the 
twin-boundary thus making transmission of dislocations difficult. In the present work, we study 
how the magnitude of the residual dislocations affects the twin migration stresses. We formulate 
an expression that takes into account the elastic energies of all dislocations participating in the 
interaction and the energy landscape associated with twinning, commonly referred to as the 
GPFE to develop a relation between the residual dislocations and the twin migration stress. 
 
5.2 Energy-based analysis for twin-twin interaction 
Twin-twin interactions for different types of intersections were studied in a similar manner as 
described in chapter 4 of the thesis. The outcomes of twin-twin interactions and their 
corresponding residual dislocations have been presented in Tables 7 and 8. The resistance of the 
grain boundary in dislocation slip transmission has been proposed earlier by Koning et al [4]. 
Through line tension (LT) model formulation, the authors have been able to develop a set of 
geometrical parameters that govern slip transmission through different types of grain boundaries 
under study; however they fail to include the fault energy associated with the interacting 
dislocations. It is realized that the energy associated with twinning commonly referred to as 
generalized planar fault energy accounts for the energy associated with a growing twin during 
incorporation. Through MD simulations we are able to determine the burgers vector of incoming 
and outgoing dislocations. With the use of burgers vector analysis, the residual dislocation rb  
which is left in the boundary can be calculated as- 
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1 2| | | | | |rb b b   
where 1b and 2b are incoming and outgoing dislocations respectively on the twin boundary. Since, 
twin-twin interaction can be regarded as twin-slip interaction, the formulation developed here 
holds true for the latter as well [10-12]. A schematic of twin-twin interaction is depicted in Fig. 
39(a). Consider that a propagating twin T1 of width L interacts with the CTB situated a distance d 
from the twin nucleation source. Assume that the incoming twin touches the CTB at two points 
in the line of intersection separated by distance 1 . Under sufficient applied stress, slip 
dislocations are assumed to be generated through the line of intersection of the interacting twins. 
The activation of the slip from the twin boundary after twin-twin interaction can be determined 
using LT model. Assume that the activated slip is pinned at two points along the line of 
intersection separated by 2  as shown in Fig 39(a). The pinned dislocation segment acts as a 
Frank-Reed source. Under the influence of sufficient stress, the dislocation segment bows with a 
finite radius r .The radius r of the dislocation segment can be calculated as follows - 
1
r
b


  
where 2
1
2
k Gb ,b  is the burgers vector of the dislocation and G is the shear modulus of 
elasticity of the material. The critical stress required for the activation of the Frank-Reed source 
is given by, 
2
critical
bd

   
The critical stress described above is in fact, the stress required for migrating the twin by one 
layer. It is seen that that this stress is dependent on burger vector of the dislocation and the 
separation distance at which the dislocations are pinned. In all the cases we consider, b is the 
twinning partial which is equal to 1/6[111]. We choose d to be consistent throughout the 
calculations by assuming the twin with a constant width. We predict the critical stress required 
for twin migration based on the geometrical parameters of the twin and the magnitude of the 
residual dislocations obtained through MD. The total energy of the configuration consisting of 
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interacting twins is given by the sum of line energies and stacking fault energies of all 
dislocation segments minus the work done by the resolved stresses to move the dislocations. 
(i)
1 2
1 2
2
total incident outgoing residual incidentGPFE outgoingGPFE incident outgoing
N N +12 2 2
1 1 2 2 r
1 1 2 2 2 SF 2 SF 1 1 1 2 2
0 N
U = E + E + E + E + E -W -W              
Gb r Gb r Gb
       = ln( )(2l + ζ )+ ln( )(l - ζ )+ ζ + Ld γ dx+ A γ dx - τ b A - τ b
4π w 4π w 2  
 
2
A
where the geometrical parameters in the above equation are depicted in Fig 39(a). N1 and N2 are 
the number of layers of the interacting twins and 
SF
γ , their respective stacking faults. For a given 
pair of incoming and outgoing dislocations with resolved shear stresses 1  and 
 2 , a stable 
configuration can be determined by minimizing the equation with respect to 1   and  2 . In case 
the incoming dislocation incorporates in the CTB,  2 m  is defined to be the twin migration 
stress as it corresponds to the stress required to move the twin boundary by one layer, while 
 1 o  is the critical twinning stress in equation (i). For detail calculations, please refer to the 
Appendix C. 
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(a)                                
 
 
 
   (b) 
 
 
Figure 39- (a) Schematic of twin-twin interaction in a bcc crystal (b)Twin migration stress as 
a function of br calculated using energy expression (i). 
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5.3 Discussion and Results 
In order to understand the role of residual dislocations in modifying the energetics of twin-twin 
interaction process and thus the twin-migration stress, different types of twin-twin intersections 
are studied which are presented in Table 8.  It is observed that different types of twin-twin 
intersections yield varying magnitudes of residual dislocations. As stated earlier, the residual 
dislocation left in the grain boundary depends on the geometry of the incident and the outgoing 
dislocations. Figs. 40-42 represent the results obtained through MD simulations and experiments 
for two different cases.  In both the cases, the incident twin is incorporated while the residual 
dislocations left in the CTB are different. If we observe the magnitude of the residual dislocation 
in Figs 40 and 42, it is higher than in the case represented by Fig 41. Therefore, the twin 
migration stress is higher in the <101> intersection type interaction than the <113> type. The 
results have been graphically presented in Fig 39(b) and Table 8. Through MD simulations, we 
are able to identify the incoming and outgoing twin/slip dislocations and calculate the residual 
dislocations as follows- 
Case (i) <100> intersection type, 
a a
     3 [111]                             [ 151]        
6 6
     
a  a
      [151]                               [111]               +    a[010]     
6 6
             
Incident dislocation                   
M T
T T
 

Twinning          Partial                                      Cottrell lock  
 
 
Case (ii) <311> intersection type  
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a a
     3 [111]                             [511]        
6 6
     
a  a  a
      [511]                               [111]               +   [211]     
6 6 3
            
Incident dislocation                   
M T
T T
 

Twinning P          artia                                 Residual dislocal tion  
 
Case (iii) <210> intersection type 
a a
     3 [111]                             [ 115]        
6 6
     
a  a
      [115]                               [111]               +    a[001]     
6 6
             
Incident dislocation                   
M T
T T
 

Twinning         Partial                                       Cottrell lock 
 
The sessile residual dislocations in the above expression which are left at the grain boundary 
increase the local stress field due to disarrangement of the atoms in the vicinity of the residual 
dislocation. TM  of the GPFE which represents the energy barrier that the partial dislocation has 
to overcome during twin growth is increased due to the presence of the residual dislocations. 
This causes an increase in the stress for the incident dislocation to transmit or incorporate. The 
standoff ratio (d/L) also affects the twin migration stress because it modifies the energy of the 
interacting twin system. A twin with higher length and width is associated with higher energy. 
Since the geometrical parameters are key factors in our formulation, we keep these factors 
consistent throughout our calculations, i.e. the twins considered in the calculation have the same 
geometrical parameters and hence the stand-off ratio is equal to 0.1 in all the cases mentioned 
above. The results of such twin-twin interactions obtained through MD calculations are 
consistent with experimental findings as shown in Table 8. The experimental observations have 
been rationalized in terms of residual dislocations left in the grain boundary. The systems of 
interacting twins were identified in experiments and using equation (i), the residual dislocation 
was calculated. The TEM images show a high localized strain in [010] type intersection 
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compared to [111] intersection type. Utilizing equation (ii), we are able to quantify the twin 
migration stress as a function of br. The calculations were made for a stand-off distance (d/L) of 
0.1 and the ratio of the SFs of the outgoing and the incoming dislocations ( 2
1
SF
SF
 ) is equal to one 
for all the cases discussed above. It is seen from Fig 39(b) that the stress required to migrate the 
twin increases exponentially with increasing rb , thus having a profound effect on hardening 
behavior of metals. Similar results have been obtained through MD simulations by Koning et al 
where they observe an increased resistance of the grain boundary for slip transmission with an 
increase in the magnitude of residual dislocation [4].  
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(a)                                                         (b) 
Figure 40-(a) MD simulation showing twin-twin interaction when the crystal is subjected to 
tension in [010] orientation. An EBSD image showing the blockage of an incoming twin on the 
upper left hand corner (c) Strain associated with the magnitude of the residual dislocation left at 
the CTB. 
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(a) 
(b) (c) 
Figure 41-(a) MD simulation showing twin-twin interaction when the crystal is subjected to 
compression in [111] orientation. (b) An EBSD image showing the blockage of an incoming 
twin (c) Strain associated with the magnitude of the residual dislocation left at the CTB. 
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(a)   
 
 
 
  
   
(b)                                                                                       (c) 
Figure 42-(a) MD simulation showing twin-twin interaction when the crystal is subjected to 
compression in [101] orientation. (b) An EBSD image showing the blockage of an incoming 
twin for the case of [010] tension. (c) Strain associated with the magnitude of the residual 
dislocation left at the CTB. 
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5.4 Conclusion 
The dependence of twin migration stress on the magnitude of the residual dislocation has been 
validated both by means of simulations and experiments. The geometry of the twin-boundary, 
the nature of the incoming dislocations (edge or screw) determine the reactions occurring at the 
twin boundary. The energy calculations which involve the use of geometrical parameters 
obtained from MD can essentially capture the energetics of the reactions. An analytical 
expression has been developed that characterizes the process of incorporation and transmission 
through the CTB. Energy analysis which was based on total elastic energies of the interacting 
dislocations and the stacking fault energies revealed a strong dependence of the twin migration 
stress as a function of rb , i.e. a higher rb  causes an increase in the twin-migration stress. The 
results indicate that the geometrical parameters and loading directions governing such 
interactions is simple and provide a guideline in predicting slip transmission through the CTBs. 
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Appendix A 
In this section, we present several heterogeneous twin nucleation mechanisms for bcc twinning 
based on (i) the pole mechanism [4] (ii) the slip dislocation interaction [5] and (iii) the 
dislocation core dissociation [6-7] and (iii) the slip dislocation dissociation mechanism [8]. The 
pole mechanism which was suggested by Cottrell and Bilby [4] is  
 
Figure 43-Schematic of pole mechanism proposed by Cottrell and Bilby [4] for bcc twinning. 
The twinning dislocation 
a
[111]
6
  lies on the (121)  plane. 
 
schematically illustrated in Fig. 43. Under an applied stress, the dislocation MNOP with burgers 
vector 
a
[111]
2
 can dissociate as follows: 
a a a
[111] [112] + [111]
2 3 6
  
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The above decomposition creates the glissile 
a
[111]
6
 dislocation and the sessile 
a
[112]
3
 
dislocation (represented by the dashed segment ON). The 
a
[111]
6
  dislocation lies on the (121)  
plane and is pure screw in character. A single layer fault (twin) is formed when the 
a
[111]
6
 
dislocation on the (121)  plane revolves around the sessile 
a
[112]
3
 dislocation as a pole. During 
each revolution, the sweeping 
a
[111]
6
 dislocation climbs on the successive (121) plane along 
ON. The growth of the twin is a result of the repetitive revolution of the screw dislocation on 
successive (121)  planes around the 
a
[112]
3
 sessile dislocation. An important characteristic of 
the pole mechanism is the dissociation of the perfect dislocation 
a
[111]
2
 into 
a
[111]
6
 and 
a
[112]
3
 dislocations, however, such decomposition have not been observed in experiments [1,3].  
The slip dislocations interaction mechanism proposed by Priestner and Leslie [5] relies on the 
stress concentration of intersecting slip systems to facilitate the dissociation of a <100> Cottrell 
dislocation into three twinning dislocations on successive {112} planes. The <100> dislocation 
lies at the intersection of two {112} or {110} planes. Figures 44(a) and 44(b) illustrate the 
mechanisms for the formation of a [001] dislocation and its subsequent dissociation to form a 
three-layer twin. 
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(a)                                                             (b) 
Figure 44-Schematic of the slip dislocations interaction mechanism proposed by Priestner and 
Leslie [5]. (a) A Cottrell dislocation <100> is formed at the intersection of two {112} slips. 
(b)Twin nucleation from the dissociation of the <100> dislocation into three twinning 
dislocations. For clarity, only two intersecting {112} slip systems are shown. The intersection 
can be of two {110} planes that can form a <100> dislocation.  
 
Under the applied stress, the [001] dislocation dissociates as follows: 
a a
a[001] [111] + 3× [111]
2 6
  
The above decomposition creates three 
a
[111]
6
 twinning dislocations on the (121)  plane and an 
a
[111]
2
 dislocation glissile in any of the six {110} or {112} planes having the common line of 
intersection to the original intersecting planes. Based on the mechanism, intersecting dislocations 
are the precursors to twin nucleation. However, the mechanism fails to explain the experimental 
observations in Mo where twins are found to nucleate in the absence of intersecting slips as well 
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[29]. Furthermore, as illustrated in Fig. 44(b), if the growth of the twin were to occur through 
further dissociation of the Cottrell locks, the twinning dislocations would encounter the original 
faults on the (121)  plane thus creating the new faults of higher energy on the same three planes 
[3]. 
        
(a) 
 
Figure 45-Schematic of dislocation core dissociation mechanism proposed by Lagerlof [5]. (a) 
Dissociated {112} core structure of a bcc crystal into three fractional dislocations under zero 
stress. (b) Formation of a three layer twin nucleus under applied stress. 
    (b) 
The twin nucleation mechanism proposed by Lagerlof [7] is based on the dislocation core 
dissociation mechanism originally suggested by Sleeswyk [6]. The symmetrically spreading 
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{112}<111> core structure of a bcc crystal can be considered as the splitting of the 
a
[111]
2
 
dislocation into three fractional 
a
[111]
6
 dislocations as follows [11-12]: 
screw
a a
[111] 3× [111]
2 6
  
The three fractional dislocations possess a symmetric configuration as shown in Fig 45(a) [9-14]. 
The configuration is stable under zero external stress. However, under the applied, stress, the two 
dislocations translate along the most stressed {112} plane to create a three layer twin. Based on 
the mechanism proposed by Lagerlof [7], the fractional dislocations illustrated in Fig 45(a) are 
assumed to be separated exactly by the distance 2d{112} where d{112}  is the {112} interplanar 
distance. This assumption leads to the prediction of the width (w) of the dissociated core to be 
w=0.54b where b=
a
[111]
2
. If a pure shear is applied as shown in Fig 45(b), the dislocation 
residing on (121)  plane will cross-slip on the (112)  plane followed by another cross slip of 
(211)  on the (112)  plane (double cross-slip mechanism), thus forming a three layer twin.  
As stated earlier in this work, theoretical calculations predict the width (w) of the 
a
[111]
2
 
dissociated core in bcc to be 1b-2b [16]. This value is larger than the magnitude of the 
dissociated width (w=0.54b) of the {112} core required for twinning based on Lagerlof’s 
mechanism [7]. This in turn implies that the fractional dislocations of the dissociated {112} core 
are in fact separated by distance larger than 2d{112} as opposed to 2d{112}  assumed by Lagerlof for 
bcc twinning. 
On the other hand, Sleeswyk’s mechanism [6] for bcc twinning takes into account the fact that 
the dissociated 
a
[111]
6
fractional dislocations are separated by a distance larger than 2d{112}. 
Therefore, unlike Lagerlof’s twinning mechanism, these dislocations cannot simply cross slip on 
the adjacent {112} twin plane under applied stress as this creates a fault of high energy. The 
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dislocations have to initially glide along their individual {112} planes prior to twin nucleation 
and cross slip on the most stressed {112} plane to nucleate a three layer twin.  
 
(a)                                                                            (b) 
Figure 46-Schematic showing the edge dislocation dissociation mechanism proposed by Ogawa 
[8]. (a) 
a
< 111 >
2
 edge dislocation on the {121} plane. (b) Dissociated 
a
[111]
6
 dislocations on 
consecutive {121} planes under the application of shear. 
 
Fig. 46 shows the schematic of the twin nucleation mechanism proposed by Ogawa [8]. The 
mechanism is based on the dissociation of a perfect 
a
< 111 >
2
 edge dislocation into three 
a
[111]
6
 dislocations on three successive {112} planes as follows: 
edge
a a
[111] 3× [111]
2 6
  
The dissociation is unlikely to occur on a single {112} plane as it creates a fault of high energy. 
Such dissociation is favorable at a high strain rate or at low temperatures, and a three layer twin 
can be nucleated when the applied stress is large enough to overcome the interactions of the 
twinning dislocations. The growth of the twin is assumed to occur through a pole mechanism as 
proposed by Cottrell and Bilby [4]. The mechanism predicts the twin nucleation stress in bcc 
metals much lower than the experimentally observed values [8]. 
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Appendix B 
The total energy of the dislocations forming the twin nucleus in Fig. 7(b) can be written as: 
A
2
B A B A
total rss A o rss B o
o o o
r
twin
0
r - r r rGb
E  = - (ln[ ] + ln[ ]+ ln[ ]) - τ b(r - r ) - τ b(r - 2r )
2π r 2r r
            + γ dx                                                                                                                        (1)
 
We minimize the total energy expression (1) with respect to the positions of the dislocations Ar  
and Br  on the verge of twinning, and we obtain the following expressions: 
0total
A
E
r


 =    (2) 
 0total
B
E
r


 =                 (3) 
Solving equation (2): 
2
'
rss twin
A B A
Gb 1 1
- ( - ]) - τ b + γ = 0
2π r r - r
                                                                                  (4) 
Equilibrium on dislocation C requires, 
2
'
rss twin
B A
Gb 1 1
( + ]) - τ b + γ = 0
2π r r
                                                                                        (5) 
where,  
UT'
t
SF
UTi UT TSFw n
γ + γ 1
(γ - )sin 2π[N -1.21]+ (2γ - 2γ )sin 2π[N -1.22]                                    γ =  (6)
2 4
 
For the dislocation configuration in Fig 7(b), the position rB of dislocation B is calculated from 
equation (5) under zero external stress ( B A2r r ) as follows: 
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2
B '
twin
3Gb
r =
2πγ
                                                                                                                  (7) 
However, under an applied stress, the dislocation A in Fig 7(b) starts to move. Equating 
equations (4) and (5), we calculate the ratio of the separation distance A
B
r
r
on the verge of twin 
nucleation (rc=0), and obtain the following: 
k = 3 -1  where A
B
r
k =
r
                                                                                                (8) 
Equation (19) suggests that the third layer (dislocation C) nucleates only when the ratio of the 
distances of dislocations A and B ( A
B
r
r
) is 0.732. We can rewrite equation (4) by substituting k 
from equation (8) to obtain the following expression for the critical twinning stress: 
2
'
critical twin
1 Gb 3- 2 3
τ = γ - ( ) 
b 2π ( 3 -1)d
  
 
                                                                                       (9) 
where B Ad = r - r  
d is the separation distance of the 
a
[111]
6
dislocations on the verge of twinning, i.e. when 
dislocation C just starts to move forming a three-layer fault (twin). 
Calculations for Fe-50Cr 
{112}<111>G = 64 GPa  
The position rB of dislocation B is calculated from equations (6-7) as: 
o
Br = 207 A  
From equation (8): 
o
A Br = 0.732r  =151 A  
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o
B Ad = r - r = 56 A  
Substituting into equation (9), we get, 
crss = 218 (MPa)  
The calculated critical stress for twinning in Fe50Cr is in excellent agreement with the 
experimental observation.
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Appendix C 
The total energy of the configuration consisting of interacting twins is given by the sum of line 
energies and stacking fault energies of all dislocation segments minus the work done by the 
resolved stresses to move the dislocations. 
1 2
1 2
2
total incident outgoing residual incidentGPFE outgoingGPFE incident outgoing
N N +12 2 2
1 1 2 2 r
1 1 2 2 2 SF 2 SF 1 1 1 2 2 2
0 N
U = E + E + E + E + E -W -W
Gb r Gb r Gb
       = ln( )(2l + ζ )+ ln( )(l - ζ )+ ζ + Ld γ dx+ A γ dx - τ b A - τ b A
4π w 4π w 2  
where the parameters have been described in Fig 39(a). 
Equilibrium configurations can be found my minimizing the above expression as-  
1
0          (i)total
E




     
2
0          (ii)total
E




 
1A Ld
 
2
2
2
8
A


 
G is the shear modulus of elasticity, w is the width of the dislocation core. 
For a constant stand-off ratio,  
0.1
d
L

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The gamma surface calculation is employed using sine analytical function as- 
 
 
 
 
 
Where  N is the total number of layers of the incident twin. The integration of the above function 
yields the total energy associated with a twin. The constants can be derived from the GPFE curve 
that has been described in the previous section. The final expression can be written as- 
 
0
0.46 - 2 (0.6175) 2 (0.25 1.145 -
                     0.975 0.5 {2 0.00746 - 0.0145 } cos[6.283 ]
                     {2 (0.039) -  0.078 } sin[6.283 ]
(   )sf tsf tsf ut
ut ut t
twin
sf ut
tsf ut
d

     
 

   
 
 
  

  
where 3   for a microtwin in all the cases discussed before. 
It has been seen above that the presence of the residual dislocation modifies the GPFE curve 
calculated for a perfect bcc crystal.  
The modulus of elasticity of a cubic crystal in {112}<111> system can be calculated as- 
44 11 12
111
44 11 12
3 ( )
4
C C C
G
C C C
 


 
= 61 GPa for Fe-50Cr 
 sin[0.3 ]         for  0 1sf   
1
( ) ( ) sin[2 ( 1.25)])   for  
2 2
 1 1.5
usf sf
usf sf usf
 
    

   
1
( ) ( ) sin[2 ( 1.21)])      for  1 
2
.5 2
2
ut sf
ut sf ut
 
    

   
1 1
(2 2 ) (2 2 ) sin[2 ( 1.22)])    for  
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Solving equation (i) and (ii) and substituting parameters calculated as above, the expression for 
2
1


  as a function of br can be calculated as- 
2 2 2
2 1 2
2
1 1 2
( )
1.56
rGb b b
Gb b d




 
The above expression reflects that the twin migration stress is a function of the square of the 
magnitude of the residual dislocation in the grain boundary. The above equation has been used to 
generate Fig 39 (b)
 
